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Keep up with every book o n your special interest

... wit'h the

covering-as they are published-original
editions and reprints, hardbounds and paperbounds,
tradebooks and textbooks, even important
imports, serial publications and pamphlets

Make sure you miss nothing in your field-by
following this comprehensive monthly
record of virtually every new book published in the United States. Re-appearing in
this new publication, complete with descriptive annotation, is every entry from the
Publishers' Weekly Weekly Record--cumulated monthly, arranged by Dewey Decimal
Classification, and indexed by author and title.
miss none of the books being published in your field-of
15,000 books to
be listed in 1960, it is unlikely that even half will get any pre-pub publicity!
save time by looking only under the subjects that interest you-arranged by
broad subject areas, the BPR enables you to miss nothing of interest from
the current book output, without the need to scan everything!
take care of cataloging as you select-each entry not only gives you full
cataloging information taken directly from advance proofs of LC cards, but
also LC card order numbers if you prefer to order cards from Washington!
check back on books you have already ordered from other selection mediaand find what Dewey number and subject headings LC assigned them. Or
find price and description on books on which you have only the LC card.
simplify ordering-each entry includes publisher, published price, even the
addresses of less active publishers!

Sign up below for your subscription!
Subscribe today to this new service. It's only $10 a year-$11 outside U.S.A.
Get enough for all departments . . . when you order 6 subscriptions or
more-all
going to the same address and expiring at the same time-all
but the first sub will cost just $5 each-$6 outside U.S.A.

R. R. BOWKER COMPANY
62 W . 4 5 T H ST., N E W YORK 36
NAME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CITY . . . . . . . . . . .STATE . . . . . . . .

Please sign me up for:
- subscriptions to the AMERICAN
BOOK
PUBLISHING
RECORD,
entitling me to 12 monthly

issues providing a subject arrangement of PW's
listings of over 15,000 books, as they are published. $10 per subscription. Note: when number of subs ordered totals 6 or more-all going
to the same address, billed at the same time,
and having a common expiration date-all but
the first sub will cost just $5 each.
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First place to look
When there's a call f o r facts about events
reported weeks o r months ago, a r e you
able to t u r n to a file of The New York
Times Index?
Chances are, the needed dates, names and
other details a r e r i g h t there.
I n each twice-a-month issue-and in t h e
Cumulative Annual Volume-the news is
organized for quick reference under alphabetically arranged headings denoting
places, organizations, persons, and activities of all kinds. Under these subject
headings, the developments a r e summarized chronologically to give you a wealth
of vital facts a t a glance.
And when you want t h e f d l details of t h e
situation, you know exactly where t o look
f o r them in your file of The New York
-'mes. The needed dates, page numbers
and column numbers a r e given r i g h t i n
I'h3 Index. Thanks to t h e dates, you can
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also use The Index in looking up stories
i n your local newspapers, and in other
publications yon keep on file.

If you a r e not getting The Index now,
why not see f o r yourself how i t speeds
up news research on almost every subject
under t h e sun! For only $85, you can have
;I full year's subscription t h a t includes 24
issues of t h e twice-a-month Index and a
copy of t h e 1960 Annual Volume to be
published next spring. Although most subscribers want the complete service, you
can have the twice-a-month issues alone
f o r $50 a year if you prefer.
I n having your subscription extended
now, you'll be taking a n important step
toward faster, easier fact finding in your
library during the months ahead. Please
send your order direct to us.

TheW eNew
York Times Index
s t 43rd Street, N e w Y o r k 36, N . Y .
229

$""""

$
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Directory
~ & jSLA
of Members

-ad* .--+

As of October 21, 1960
A n alphabetical listing of the names and addresses of the 5,429 members of
Special Libraries Association on October 21, 1960, of whom 5,321 are individuals and 1 0 8 are organizations supporting the Association as Sustaining members. T h e code given with each entry indicates the Chapter, Division and Section
affiliations and class of membership of the member. T h e code itself is given in
full and explained in the front of the book. All Association officers (Executive
Board, Chapter Presidents, Division and Section Chairmen, Committee Chairmen
and Association Representatives) are given separately as are the corporate names
of the Sustaining members.
204

pages

6 x 9 inches

1960

$2.00-Members*
$5.00-Nonmembers
("

Please specify name of member when requesting special price)

Special Libraries Association
31 East 1 0 t h Street, New York 3, New York

J u s t published-

BRITISH SCIENTIFIC and TECHNICAL BOOKS
1 953-1 957
A SELECT LIST OF RECOMMENDED BOOKS PUBLISHED
I N GREAT BRITAIN AND THE COMMONWEALTH
Edited by L. J. Anthony
This new volume is a continuation of BRITISH SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
BOOKS 1935-1952, published in 1956.
Represented are all the major divisions of science and technology, together with such
books in the field of documentation. libraries. ~svcholoev.~lanninr!and architecture
which are of interest to technical readers. ~ n t G e sare &sea on th&e in the ASLIB
BOOK LIST. They refer primarily to books published by commercial publishers and
obtainable through normal trade channels. Government publications and Papers of
Societies and Institutions are included if they contain information important for the
knowledge of the subject.
Contents: Outline of Classification;
Bibliography; Author Index; Subject Index.
1960
Price $9.50
ix, 251 pages

STECHERT-HAFNER, Inc.
FOUNDED IN NEW YORK 1872

T h e 'Wotld's Leadins Sntetnational Booksellets

31 East 10th Street, N e w York 3, N. Y.
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Standard's
Library Furniture
Form and function combine with
the

specialial;;~~~~;;~~g~d
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. ..:.
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Standard's line of library furniture
the complete answer to your
Library operation and decor.&

\

...

Over 4800 titles available
seals and library imprints FREE
after first order. Write today
for sample binding slips.

.

T

DESIGNED.. by our own technical st&
working
with the nation's top library furniture
designers.

..

BUILT.
of rugged, longservice h a r d woods, implemented by the finest traditionally proved cabinetry techniques - and hand finished to
gleaming perfection.

Expert Service on

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS
C

for

SPECIAL LIBRARIES
0

Faxon's Librarians Guide
Free on request

For the very best subscription service
a t competitive prices-ask

about our

Till Forbidden IBM-RAMAC plan.

UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED..
against warping, splitting a n d
defects of material and workmanship
for a full year.

.

he famous, nationally recognize
cepted Donne11 line of library furniture
is exclusively manufactured by Standard
Wood Products.
Send today for our latest catalog.
Study it at your leisure. Then call in
our free planning service specialists
to get maximum quality, service and
layout efficiency. No obligation, of
course.

F. W. FAXON GO., INC.
83-91 Francis Street

Boston 15, Mass.

Continuous Library Service Since 1886

10 Columbus Circle

-

New York 19, N.Y.
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SPECIAL LIBRARIES is published by Special Libraries Association, monthly September to April. bimonthly May
to August, at 73 Main Street, Brattleboro, Vermont. Editorial O5ces: 31 East 10 St., Yew York 3: New York.
Second class postage paid at Brattleboro.
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For those whose Russian is a little rusty, the headline
says: "NEW! RUSSIAN BOOKS FOR TEACHING AND
RESEARCHu-which
announces this unusual service now
provided by University Microfilms.
A partial listing of Russian-language books is ready for
distribution now. Soon, it will include books not available
in this country, through arrangements made with the Soviet
Union.
The whole project is part of the UM 0 - P book program.
Xerographic copies for library and classroom use will sell
for the standard price of 31/24 per page for paper-covered
books up to 6" x 9". Write for the list of titles.

U N I V E R S I T Y M I C R O F I L M S , INC.
3 1 3 N. F I R S T S T R E E T ,

A N N ARBOR,

MICHIGAN
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In Chinese Libraries
A. RAFIKOV, Deputy Director
Library, Academy of Sciences, USSR
N

DECEMBER
1958, at the invitation of

I the Academy of Sciences of the Chinese

People's Republic, a delegation of library
workers of the Academy of Sciences of the
USSR visited China. The delegation consisted o f : N. B. Akhmedova, Director of
the Library of the Academy of Sciences of
the Kazakh SSR; K. P. Alekseeva, the
Scientific Secretary of the Fundamental
Library of Social Sciences of the Academy
of Sciences, USSR; and the author of this
paper. In the course of three weeks we
visited over 2 0 libraries of various types
in Peking, Nanking and Shanghai.
Our Chinese friends had devoted varticular attention to the preparation of a
program for our stay in their country. W e
became acquainted not only with the work
of the libraries but also with monuments
of culture and art; we visited theaters and
museums, an industrial exhibit. industrial
enterprises and agricultural communes.
Everywhere we were treated as closest
friends, and they made every effort to
show us all their achievements without
concealing their shortcomings.
In turn our Chinese colleagues asked
that we tell them as much as possible about
the Soviet Union. The numerous questions
asked of us in personal conversations and
after the papers we presented in the three
cities reflected the tremendous interest of
our friends in the work of the USSR
libraries. Everywhere we went the people
with whom we talked repeatedly pointed
out how significant to them was the experience of Soviet libraries, and they expressed their gratitude for ovr help in
supplying the Chinese libraries with Soviet
publications.
It must be noted that tremer.dous work
has been accomplished in a short period
Translated from Bibliotehar' (Librarian), (Moscow), no. 9, September 1959, p. 47-51, by the
office of Science Information Service, National
Science Foundation, Washington 2 5 , D. C.
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of time in the Chinese People's Republic,
as a result of which a broad network of
libraries has been established. Before the
liberation of the country from the Japanese aggressors and the followers of Chiang
Kai-shek, there were public libraries in
only a few cities. But now not only in
every city but in every plant, construction
site -and agricultural -cdmmune, a library
has been established under the administration
of the Ministry of Culture. The Ministry
of Higher Education has many scholarly libraries. The special libraries of research institutions are subordinate to the
corresponding ministries and administrations. The Academy of Sciences of the
Chinese People's Republic has a great
number of special libraries-totaling 113.
General Characteristics of
Scholarly and Special Libraries

As a rule, the special libraries accumulate holdings strictly in accordance with
the subject fields of the respective institutes they serve. Everywhere is seen a
strenuous effort to make holdings available
on a broad scale and to provide the best
facilities possible for readers. The books
are well housed, they have good bindings
with gold inscriptions on the spines, and
they are arranged in systematic order.
When it is impossible to get some of the
books and journals needed in the original,
they are acquired in photocopies. In almost all the libraries of China can be
seen the three required catalogs: author
catalog, class catalog and title catalog.
Sometimes subject catalogs are added. The
books in each of these catalogs are, as a
rule, arranged by language. Shelf-lists are
seldom used. In most of the libraries, title
and class catalogs are being maintained for
journals.
Various methods are used to classify the
publications. The classification system de527

vised by the Library of the Academy of
Sciences of China is being used also in a
number of the nonacademic libraries. In
the mass libraries a classification system
prepared by the Ministry of Culture is
being used. Some libraries use the Universal Decimal Classification, adapted to
Chinese libraries; others use the Soviet
classification scheme edited by 2. N. Ambartsumian. The preparation of a uniform
classification scheme is one of the primary
tasks to be undertaken by Chinese libraries.
In addition to providing well-organized
catalogs of their holdings, the libraries
often hold exhibits of books and new
journals.
In the public as well as some of the
scholarly libraries, fairly large open access
collections have been established. In the
special scholarly libraries, the readers are
also permitted to g o to the stacks. Books
may be requested by telephone. The Library of the Academy of Sciences of China
delivers books to scholars at home, as well
as microfilms and readers. In all scholarly
l~brariesconsiderable attention is paid to
the acquisition of reference books. Bibliographic service is rendered on personal
request of library users and by letter and
telephone.
T o coordinate the work of the large
scholarly libraries in ordering foreign literature, in the publishing of printed union
catalogs and in the developing of bibliographic tools, a ten-member Council of
Scientific Libraries has been established under the State Council. Another function of
this Council is to determine the specialized
subject matter of the holdings of scholarly
libraries. Thus the Library of the Academy
of Sciences devotes particular attention to
the literature in natural sciences and technology, the Peking State Library to books
on social sciences, etc.
In the acquisition of material for the
scho1;irly libraries of China, the centralized
international book exchange plays an important role. The Peking State Library exchanges books on behalf of 160 libraries in
the country. The Library of the Academy
of Sciences is the exchange center for the

institutions of the Academy and has established contacts with 804 organizations in
52 countries.
Under the Council of Scientific Libraries, a special group of representatives of
scholarly libraries has been established,
which compiles printed union catalogs and
a bibliography of foreign and Chinese
publications available in the large libraries
of China.
In order to give some idea of the work
of the largest libraries in China, we shall
briefly describe them.
Library of the Academy of Sciences

One of the largest libraries in the country is the Library of the Academy of Sciences. Its holdings have been estimated at
1,650,000 books, which includes 280,000
rare publications. The holdings of the 113
special libraries of Academy institutes and
establishments comprise about 4,000,000
books. At present the holdings of the
Academy of Sciences of China are close to
6,000,000, whereas originally there were
only about 330,000.
Scholars take an active part in the acquisition activities of the central and the
special libraries of the Academy. A special
commission consisting of scientific workers
reviews and approves lists of foreign literature to be ordered. Particular attention is
devoted to periodical publications. For example, 6,200 journal subscriptions have
been placed for the Central Library alone.
Of these, 709 are Chinese journals and 527
are Russian. The Library of the Academy
of Sciences receives over 200,000 copies of
various publications annually. The processing of new acquisitions requires not more
than three days. The literature is classified
in the Processing Department. Registration is handled by the Department of Acquisitions, which is responsible also for international exchange. Custody is handled
by the Service Department, which also
conducts the reference and bibliographic
work.
Permanent library users number 5,316,
of which 62 per cent are scientific workers.
There are 785 institutional borrowers; 128
of these are under the Academy. Over a
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

ten-month period in 1958, some 35,000
pieces were lent.
Books may be withdrawn for a month,
journals for ten days. Loans are limited to
ten books and six journals at a time. Publications are issued on interlibrary loan to
academic institutions for a period of three
months and to nonacademic for two
weeks. Information on new foreign books
received at the Library is announced in a
monthly bulletin. The Service Department
supplies bibliographic listings of various
types, orally and in writing. Over a tenmonth period in 1958, some 226 such references were given.
The librarian strives to achieve maximum efficiency in serving the readers. For
example, the delivery of books to a reading room takes not more than 15 minutes;
requests for interlibrary loan are filled the
same day as received.
At the Library of the Academy of Sciences special short-term courses are offered
to train personnel for the special libraries
of the academic institutions.
Peking State Library

The largest and oldest library of China
is the Peking State Library. It was established on the basis of the collections of the
emperors of the Ming and Manchu dynasties. It became a public library as far back
as 1912 but could be used only by welldressed intellectuals. Only after the liberation of the country from the Japanese
invaders and the followers of Chiang Kaishek and the establishment of the People's
Government did broad access to this oldest of book collections become possible.
Radical changes took place in the work of
the library. It became the center of the
political training and education of the
workers, and as such it is serving in the
successful construction of socialism.
The published and manuscript collections of the Peking State Library amount
to 5,.300,000 volumes, in which the publications of China are richly represented.
The Library receives one copy of each publication issued in the country. It receives
large appropriations to purchase new and
retrospective Chinese and foreign literaDECEMBER 1960

ture. Of particular value are its collections
of rare books, manuscripts, wood engravings, collections of epihphs and tracings
of inscriptions from brass vessels of ancient and medieval China. Among these a
special place is occupied by the greatest
literary monument, the Chinese encyclopedia "Yung lo ta tien," which was issued
550 years ago in 11,095 volumes and contained 370,000,000 characters. In the Peking Library there are 214 of the 375 volumes that have been preserved in China.
At present a reprint of this remarkable
work is being prepared. Altogether there
are 220,000 rare books and manuscripts in
this Library.
One of the means by which the Peking
Library acquires foreign literature is international exchange, in which 1,800 learned
institutions and libraries in 90 countries
participate. Of the 6,000 journals in the
Library, more than 2,000 were obtained in
this manner, 30 per cent of these from the
Soviet Union. In 1958 the Library obtained
87,000 books and journals by international
exchange and sent out more than 170,000.
The collections are arranged in a systematic order, except for the Russian literature. which is handled on a fixed location
basis. The manuscript materials are kept in
a special arrangement. New arrivals are
generally processed in three days.
In China there is a slogan "Books for
the Masses;" it is put into effect by supplying books not only in reading rooms and
by individual and interlibrary loans but
also through branch libraries at plants,
factories, construction sites, agricultural
communes and traveling libraries. In the
capital alone, the Peking Library has nine
large branches at higher educational institutions. Branch libraries have been opened
in other cities of China also.
The Library has 1 2 specialized reading
rooms with space for 600 readers. The circulation of books increases from year to
year. Thus, while in 1957 readers borrowed 1,100,000 volumes, in 1958 this figure rose to 4,400,000.
The Peking Library is the center for
providing guidance and assistance to other
libraries. It publishes various guidance

aids, sends instructors to various localities
and calls meetings and conferences. Under
its direction over 100 libraries of the country are preparing a union catalog of Chinese and foreign literature on China, a
union catalog of foreign literature available in the libraries of China and other
catalogs. In addition, the Library is carrying
out considerable mass educational work
among the population of the capital by organizing lectures, presenting papers, book
exhibits and so forth. By its active participation it is promoting the development of
science and culture.
There are eight departments in the Peking Library:
c,

1. Acquisition of Foreign and Chinese Literature.
2. Processing and Cataloging.
3. Service and Custody.
4. Rare Books, Manuscripts and Cartographic Material (published up to the 18th
century in China and in other countries).
5. Reference and Bibliography.
6. Guidance. Its personnel provide advice
to other libraries, prepare guidance aids
for public libraries and edit bibliographic
works for publication. In addition, the
tasks of the department include issuing
the bulletin of new accessions, preparing
for publication of the journals Library
Sczexce and Library Affairs and conducting
short-term courses for the training of library personnel.
7. International Exchange.
8. Administration. In addition to handling
administrative matters this department
conducts the work of the bindery and the
photolaboratory.
There are 400 employees in this Library.
The Library impressed us with its sizeable collections and the extent of its manysided activities.
Nanking Provincial Library

Another of the largest and oldest libraries in the Chinese People's Republic is
the Nanking Provincial Library. It was established 50 years ago and up to April
1949 was considered the Central Library.
At present it provides guidance to all the

libraries of Kiangsu Province and has two
branches. One of these serves the workers
of the higher educational institutions and
research institutions, the other the agricultural community.
Prior to the liberation, the Library's collections consisted of 500,000 books and
journals, but by the end of 1958 its collections had risen to 2,600,000. The classical
works are broadly represented in this Library, particularly in history, philosophy
and literature. Soviet publications constitute a fairly sizeable collection, including approximately 400 journals from the
USSR alone. In recent years first priority
is given to publications in natural sciences.
There are ten reading rooms in the Library, three of which are reserved for scientific workers. In some of its reading
rooms there is open access to collections.
In 1958 the Nanking Library provided
10,000 books and journals on interlibrary
loan to 300 libraries. The number of readers is increasing year by year. In 1957 more
than a million volumes were serviced to
readers, while in 1958 this number had
risen to three million.
The Nanking Library is administering
the compilation of a union catalog of foreign scientific literature. (Participating in
this work are 26 libraries located in various
cities in China.) In addition it heads the
work in the compilation of subject bibliographies and indexes.
In cooperation with other libraries of
the city, the Nanking Provincial Library
issues a monthly information bulletin on
new foreign books received in the scholarly libraries in Nanking.
The Library conducts short-term courses
to prepare personnel for scholarly and
public libraries in Nanking and Kiangsu
Provinces. During the past three years it
has graduated 170 librarians. In addition,
library workers are trained at one of the
evening universities of Nanking where
there is a library department with a threeyear course.
Nanking University Central Library

The Central Library of the Nanking
University was established in 1952 and has
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

a collection of 730,000 books and journals.
In organization it differs from other libraries by having only two departmentsAcquisition and Processing, and Service.
Among its responsibilities are the acquisition and processing of books for libraries
of the university departments. The Library
is participating in the preparation of the
union catalog of foreign journals.
This Library has introduced open access
for readers to its holdings of periodicals,
political publications and belles-lettres. All
the collections are cataloged.
The reading room of the Central Library will accommodate 400 readers. Recently the students within a few months
constructed from bamboo another reading
room for themselves with space for 370.
Shanghai City Library

Of considerable interest also is the experience of the Shanghai City Library. It
was established on June 22, 1952, on the
basis of the collections of two libraries:
the Library of Periodicals and the Library
of Social Sciences. The Shanghai City Library differs from the above-described libraries first in its organization. It consists
of the following departments: Social Sciences, Natural and Technical Sciences,
Chinese Periodical Literature and Guidance. Its workers follow the principles of
thrift and economy by activeiy participating in the over-all national movement for
efficiency of work. The Library reorganized its entire activity within a.very slhort
time. Thus, for example, while earlier the
acquisition, processing and information
services were carried out in separate departments, at present all this is done in
one place. Also consolidated in one department are the preparation of bibliographic
aids and reference service, which has improved the work considerably. While
earlier books were processed within one
week, at present they are processed in one
day. The multiple approach to different
types of library work made possible a reduction in staff from 363 to 190 people.
Among the departments and
there
is well-organized intercommunication and
coordination, and interchange of workers.
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The Library's collections amount to
about 3,600,000 books and journals. All of
these are in good bindings and are stored
in excellentlv constructed book stacks. The
Library has nine specialized reading rooms
with 900 places.
Book exhibits are extensively organized,
as are traveling libraries, in factories, at
construction sites, in parks and in railroad
stations. As a result. the circulation of
books has increased considerably. The
number of readers is increasing. In 1958
permanent readers of the ~ i b r a rwere
~
about 40,325, more than three times the
number in the previous year. In addition,
2,365 institutional (rather than individual) readers' cards were issued. These can
be used by any person working in the enterprise or establishment to which the card
was issued. In 1958 readers borrowed
3,350,000 books and journals, almost three
times more than in 1957, The Library is
open from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
The Guidance Department renders continuous service to public libraries, such as
trade union, regional, district, school and
"street" libraries and libraries of the
people's communes.
Of great interest is the experience of the
Shanghai City Library in the organization
of "street" libraries. Such libraries came
into existence in September 1958, on the
initiative of the pop;lation itself, and after
only three months-there were in Shanghai
some 2,400 such libraries with a total collection of 1,600.000
~ i e c e s .T o establish
.
,
these collections, each family must give
one book. The servicing of readers is also
provided by the population itself. By the
end of 1958 the number of readers in such
libraries reached 1,000,000.
The Shanghai Library is directing the
compilation of bibliographies in metallurgy, chemistry, machine-building and
other subiect fields. Information bulletins
on new foreign books available in the libraries of the city are being published.
About 90 libraries participate in some of
the bibliographic work being done by the
Shanghai City Library.
~ c c o r d i nto~ the latest information, on
the basis of the collections of the Shanghai

Library and the libraries of the Shanghai
Branch of the Academy of Sciences of
China, the Chiao-t'ung Polytechnical Institute, the Fu-t'ang University and the
Shanghai First Medical Institute, there has
been established a Second All-China Central Library (the First All-China Central
Library is, as stated, the Peking Library).

The visit to the Chinese People's Republic enabled us to establish contacts with the
workers of many scholarly libraries. W e
found much of interest and value to us.
The personal contacts established by our
delegation will undoubtedly promote
friendship and cooperation between the
Chinese and Soviet librarians.

Sources of Metallurgical Literature
in the Soviet Union
DR. ALBERT G. GUY, Research Professor
Metallurgical Research Laboratory, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida

s
of every
A
aspect of life in the
Soviet Union, even such
1s TYPICAL

institutions as metallurgical libraries operate in an
atmosphere of devotion
to the communistic ideal.
Thus, although American readers will readily
appreciate the technical features of Soviet
metallurgical literature with which this
article is concerned, it seems appropriate to
comment briefly on the milieu in which this
literature is used in Moscow.
Background

Like other public buildings, a typical
library has various banners and posters extolling the Soviet system. For example, the
Science Department of the famous Lenin
Library has-an impressive display on a currently popular subject, the seven-year plan,
with posters illustrating progress made
since the revolution and forecasting still
greater achievements to come. Another aspect of the communistic atmosphere is the
extensive literature on Marxism-Leninism
that is a ~ r o m i n e n tfeature of technical libraries. This literature includes many-volumed reference sets as well as separate
books and periodicals.
Presented before Metals Division, June 8, 1960,
at the 51st SLA Convention, Cleveland, Ohio. Dr.
Guy was formerly Professor of Metallurgical Engineering at Purdue University.

The Soviet practice of public reprimand
via newsDaDers
or other communication
I
I
media extends into the scientific area, and
recently it spotlighted some aspects of the
technical literature. Librarians were the
focus of an article, "The Propagandizing
of Books" (Izvestia, May 5, 1959), whose
main IDuroose was to call attention to certain shortcomings in library services. For
example, specific abstract services for technical literature were criticized for permitting serious overlapping to exist, and certain administrative agencies were told that
they were not adequately directing the libraries in their organizations. This article
ended on the familiar note, "It is essential
that the wealth of books in our motherland be widely used in furthering the communistic education of the workers."
Behind this fagade, so alien to American experience, operates an effective library system. In the metallurgical area, in
addition to the substantial libraries in each
of the research and teaching institutes,
there are four main technical libraries.
These are: Central Polytechnical Library,
State Scientific Library,* Central Library of
Ferrous Metallurgy and Central Library of
Nonferrous Metallurgy.
I

* This library will soon be moved to Siberia as a
contribution to the development of this region of
the Soviet Union. It will be replaced in Moscow
by the State Public Scientific-Technological Library.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

The two metallurgical libraries, as their
names indicate, are definitely specialized
according to their respective fields of ferrous and nonferrous metallurgy. The other
two libraries, which are much larger, cover
the metallurgical area very competently as
part of their responsibilities for the literature of science and technology.
General Technical Libraries

The two larger libraries, and also the
immense Lenin Library, have strict rules
for their readers. T o enter the library one
must show his reader's *ass. which -is issued for one year upon request of a qualified person. Also, he is given a control
slip, which will show what books have
been used and will verify that all have
been returned to the counter. N o briefcases, books, magazines or newspapers may
be taken into the library. The mechanics
of using these libraries is generally similar
to that current in large libraries in the
United States. The desired book is first located through a card index file and then is
ordered at counter using a slip on which
the book number, author and title are
listed. The book is made available after
about an hour.
Several distinctive features of library
practice warrant mention. The principal
index is based on the classification system
employed by the individual library and in
many instances is derived from the Universal Decimal Classification. Another important classification system is that of the
Lenin Library. The handling of metallurgical subjects in this system can be illustrated by the following typical headings:
Ch 1-Physical
metallurgy and metallography
Ch 101-Crystal
(atomic) structure of
metals and alloys
Ch 101.5-General theory of transformations in the solid state
Ch 102-Theory
of strength and plasticity of metals
Ch 2-Ferrous Metallurgy
Ch 24-Nonferrous Metallurgy
Ch 30-Working of Metals
An author index is also available, but an
alphabetical subject index, usually the
A

a
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,

principal one in the United States, is not
used.
In some of the larger libraries an unusual system is used for storing booksthe fixed location system. Books are
shelved in the stacks according to a book
number, which indicates the location by
room, shelf and position along the shelf.
The book number is determined largely
by the size of the book and by the date of
acquisition; it does not indicate the subject. In smaller libraries books are shelved
according to a classification system.
In discussing the metallurgical literature
available in these libraries, particular attention will be given to publications of a
reference nature, such as handbooks, bibliographies and indexes, since this literature
is an essential key to the use of journals,
monographs and the like. The voluminous
book literature is covered by several of the
reference volumes listed below, but no
further attempt will be made here to treat
this enormous area. Similarly, no comprehensive treatment of Soviet metallurgical
journals is given here; the interested
reader is referred to the list in each volume
of ASM Review of Metal Literature.
Handbooks, indispensable aids in daily
industrial practice, are published in a wide
selection for persons with various educational backgrounds. A few of those at the
professional level are :
Handbook of Physical Metallurgy and Heat Treatment. N . T. Gudtsov et al., editors. Moscow: Metallurgizdat, 1956. (This book of 1200 pages is
roughly analogous to the Metals Handbook.)
Handbook of Metals and Semifinished Metallic
Products Used i n the Aviation Industry. 2 vols.
M . D. Glezer, editor. Moscow: Oborongiz, 1957.
Hdndbook of Recrystallization Diagrams of Metals
and Alloys. I . L. Rogel'berg and E. S. Shpichinetskii. Moscow: Metallurgizdat, 1950.
Handbook of Metallic Materials. Vol. I , Ferrous
Metals; Vol. 11, Nonferrous Metals and Alloys.
V. N. Iordanskii, editor. Moscow: Dom Tekhniki,
1957. (Intended for technical personnel in metal
manufacturing industries.)

Bibliographic work is an important activity of the principal technical libraries,
with the result that bibliographies in great

numbers and variety are available on
metallurgical subjects. Among those published as books in large editions, the following are especially noteworthy :
Bla.rt Furnace Practice. N . B. Arutyunov, editor.
Moscow: Metallurgizdat, 1958. (Soviet periodicals, literature and books, from 1932 to 1956.)
Metals and alloy^ for High Temperatures. M. N .
Tur. Moscow: Mashgiz, 1957. (World literature,
periodicals and books, from 1951 to 1955.)
T h r n i u m . Ministry of Nonferrous Metallurgy,
U.S.S.R. Moscow: Metallurgizdat, 1957. (World
literature, periodicals and books, from 1952 to
1956.)
Casting Practice.
Mashgiz, 1959.

N. B. Sokolov et al. Moscow:

Ph~sical Metallurgy and Heat Treatment. I . S.
Kozlovskii, editor. Moscow: Mashgiz, 1952. (Periodical and book literature in the Russian language
from 1860 to 1947.)
Application of Vacuum [Techniques] t o Ferrous
Metallurgy. Central Scientific Technical Library of
Ferrous Metallurgy. Moscow: Metallurgizdat,
1956. (World literature, periodicals and books,
from 1946 to 1956.)
Roasting i n Fluidized bed^. E. L. Zil'berberg.
Moscow: Metallurgizdat, 1958. (World literature,
periodicals and books, from 1947 to 1957.)

A complete listing of published bibliographies in all fields is given in the annual volume:
Bibliography o f Soviet Bibliographier. Moscow:
All-Union Book Chamber. (This publication also
lists bibliographies appearing in technical papers
or books. )

Bibliographies are also prepared on
special order by many technical libraries.
This service is widely used since it is relatively inexpensive and the completed bibliography is available in a month or two.
Only a few typewritten copies of each bibliography are made, but a relatively complete list of titles of these bibliographies
is published annually as:

erate cost. An example of such a "special
order" bibliography is :
Dirlrirutionr in Met&. No. 17055, State Scientific
Library. Moscow, 1956. (World literature, periodicals and books, from 1948 to 1955; 451 references. )

Abstracting of the metallurgical literature is done in impressive volume by the
well-known Refer.ativnl,i Zhurual MetalIzugiya. (Translations of many of the abstracts in this journal are published in the
United States as T h e Abstracts Journal of
i\.letnllur.gy.) Another extensive abstracting
a
Inservice is T e k h n i ~ h e s k a ~Refeiztit:tzaja
fo~.?~~at.iiya
(Technical Abstracts), supplied
by the s t a t e Scientific Library. This is a
subscription service, which offers the engineer a wide choice among hundreds of
topics. For example, one of the metallurgical topics is:
M-14. Structure and phase transformations of nonferrous metals and alloys; phase diagrams. (About
70 abstracts are prepared on this topic during the
course of the year.)

Each abstract is a few hundred words in
length, is duplicated by a process similar
to mimeographing and costs the subscriber
30 kopecks (three cents). A batch of abstracts is mailed to the subscriber about
once a week.
Indexes of different kinds give convenient coverage of various aspects of
metallurgy. Important examples of such
indexes are:
N e w L~telrrture 012 hTonfetrour Metallurgy. Moscow: Metallurgizdat. (Monthly. World literature,
periodicals and books.)

Itzformative-Bibliographic List [on Ferrous Metallurgy]. Moscow: Metallurgizdat. (Monthly. World
literature, periodicals and books.)
Physical Metallurgy and Heat Treatment of Metals.
Moscow: Central Scientific-Technical Library of
Heavy Machine Construction. (Quarterly. World
literature, periodicals and books.)

Combined Index of Bibliographic W o r k i n Technology. State Scientific Library. Moscow.

Metallurgy and Technology of Metals. Moscow:
State Scientific Library. (Semi-quarterly. Periodicals and books published in the Soviet Union.)

Interested persons can read the bibliographies at this library, or they can order
photocopies or typewritten copies at mod-

Index of Literuture on Ferrous Metallu~gg.MOScow: Metallurgizdat. (Quarterly. Books published
in the Russian language.)
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Subject Plau of Publication o j Books itnd B w chures in 19J9. Moscow: Metallurgizdat, 1958.
(List of the books to be published by this principal publisher of metallurgical literature.)

Two indexes of wide scope deserve
mention. The first, Book Chroaicle (Moscow: All-Union Book Chamber), is published weekly and is a comprehensive list of
all books ~ublishedin the Soviet Union during the preceding seven days. The second is
the corresponding weekly service for journal articles, Chrotzicle of Jouraal Articles
(Moscow : All-Union Book Chamber). Only
literature in the Russian language is covered by this publication.
The literature on specifications and standards is easily searched in the Soviet Union
since the State Standards [GOST's] are of
primary importance. These are given for the
current year in the volume Itzdex o f State
Stalzdards. 1 9 5 9 (Moscow: Standartgiz
1959). The indexes in this volume permit locating information either from fhe number of the standard (e.g., GOST 1497-42)
or by subject. Typical headings in the subject classification are :
V-Metals and Alloys
V00-Terminology
V04-Heat treatment
V09-Testing methods
GOST 1497-42 Tensile testing
L-Chemical Products
T-Scientific-Technical Terms
The actual standards are not in b0ilr.d
volumes, but each is a separate pamphlet,
costing a few cents, or available in the reference room of libraries such as the State
Scientific Library. The standard listed
above is a good practical guide to tensile
testing.
Since patents are of minor significance
for the domestic economy of the Soviet
Union, it is not surprising that the patent literature is less important than in the United
States. At present somewhat over 100,000
patents (now called an "author's certificate") have been issued, and the current
ones are briefly described in the monthly
publication Btllletijz o f Inventions (Moscow:
Informative-Publishing
Department). This
is the equivalent of the Oficial Gazefte of
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the U. S. Patent Office. The official subject
classification of patents is given in the book
Index o f Classes of Patents and Author's
Certificates Issued iz the U.S.S.R. (1950).
Typical classes of interest to metallurgists are :
5-Mining
12-Chemikl apparatus
18-Metallurgy of iron
40-Nonferrous metallurgy
40b-Alloys
40b14-Alloys
with a predominance
of nickel and/or cobalt
48-Surface treatment of metals
49-Mechanical working of metals
An indication of the detailed breakdown
of one of the classes is shown above, because it is on this basis that the actual
copies of the patents are filed in the depository libraries.
An area of impressive Soviet achievement is that of translating the foreign
technical literature, both books and periodicals. For example, the prospectus Subject
Plan of Publicatio?~for 1 9 j 9 . P u b l i s h i ~ ~ g
H o m e for. For.eign Literature (Moscow: AllUnion Federation of Book Trade, 1958),
lists six translations of books in metallurgy published in 1959, and the shelves
of technical libraries already contain many
of the better American, British, and German metallurgical texts in translation.
Foreign technical journals are not translated in their entirety. Instead, translations
or very complete digests of separate articles
are published according to subject matter in one of several "Information Services." For example, Express Informatio?~appears weekly as a set of folders on such
metallurgical topics as: Ferrous hfetallurgy, Nonferrous Metallurgy, Physical
Metallurgy and Heat Treatment, Casting
Production, Welding Production and Rolling and Rolling Equipment. Each folder
contains several detailed digests in the
form of separate sheets. Other information
services, appearing as journals, are Bulletiu
of Technical-Ecouomic Information, Foreign
Technology and Problems of Contemporary
Metallurgy. The latter is issued six times a
year as a 200-page number containing
about 20 translations.

Special Libraries

The Central Library of Ferrous Metallurgy and the Central Library of Nonferrous Metallurgy are primarily institutions for supplying technical information
to these industries. They are not "reading
libraries" in the usual sense, since they
have no reading rooms, although metallurgical specialists are free to come to use
the books, reference volumes, index files
and so on. Some of the special services
provided by these libraries are described
here, using the Central Library of Ferrous
Metallurgy as an example.
An important tool for much of the
special work of this library is a card index
of the periodical literature, covering the
period since the war and arranged according to a systematic classification. Printed
cards are furnished by the All-Union Book
Chamber for each journal article published
in the Soviet Union, but the cards for nonSoviet articles are handwritten by the librarians. An important use of these cards
is in the preparation of bibliographies,
either on special order similar to that described above for the general libraries or
as special printed bibliographies prepared
as part of the long-range plan of the library.
Another important service of this library is the translation of foreign metallurgical articles on special order. For a
cost of about 50 to 100 roubles ($5 to $10)
the customer is supplied with a typewritten translation containing photographs of
the illustrations. Titles of the translations
and bibliographies prepared each month
are sent to metallurgical factories, institutes, and similar organizations, and duplicate copies are prepared at moderate cost.
An "Information Leaflet" on current
metallurgical literature is sent to metallurgical establishments each week, and at
the end of each month this information is
collected and printed as the InformationBibliographic List [on Ferrous Metallurgy],
which was listed above. In addition, a
"personalized" literature service is supplied to a hundred o r so of the leading engineers and scientists in the ferrous metal-

lurgical industry. Each of these men has
indicated several topics of special interest,
and every week he receives a list of references and brief annotations for each topic.
These services are examples of the specialized assistance provided to the ferrous
metallurgical industry by this library.
Conclusion

In its general features the metallurgical
literature in the Soviet Union is similar to
that in the United States. Differences are
largely a matter of degree or emphasis;
for example, the greater tendency in the
Soviet Union to specialize sharply according to ferrous versus nonferrous metallurgy and to supply highly individualized
service. Perhaps the most significant difference is in the degree of coverage of the
foreign literature. The Soviet metallurgist
is much better informed than is his American counterpart, not only because of more
extensive library services but also because
of more general knowledge of foreign
languages. It is easy to explain this Soviet
advantage in historical and practical terms,
but with each passing year it becomes increasingly difficult to justify less than full
knowledge of the Soviet literature by
~ m e r i c a nmetallurgists.
Just as an American observer can find
many admirable features of Soviet metallurgical literature, so a Soviet observer
would be equally impressed by American
library services. His examples of interesting achievements might include: Engineering
Index, which has maintained high standards
during its 7 5 years of operation-and has recently greatly extended its usefulness by a
current card-file service ; the pioneering work
of ASM and Western Reserve University in
mechanized literature searching; and finally,
the monthly literature service, ASM Metals
R e ~ i e w , which is remarkable for its wide
coverage, promptness and large readership.
AUTHOR'SNOTE:Sincere thanks are extended for
the cordial assistance of staff members in the libraries visited in Moscow, and acknowledgment is
gratefully made to the National Science Foundation for the grant under which the present study
was made.

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

The Expanding Network of Engineering
~ibrariesin the Soviet Union
THOMAS J. WHITBY, Slavic Science Acquisitions Specialist
Science and Technology Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.
H E DIFFERENCES between American and
Soviet libraries are probably nowhere so sharply
apparent as in the field
of engineering. The differences are organizational as well as functional and have their
origin in the fact that all Soviet libraries are
government directed. For example, since
there is no private enterprise in the Soviet
Union, it follows that there are no privately
sponsored special libraries.
Just as Soviet public, academic, research
and medical libraries have been welded
together into nation-wide networks, so engineering libraries are today being amalgamated into a single network. This develoyment, while it is associated with the current
seven-year plan (1959-1965) for the expansion of the Soviet economy, began in 1957.
The basis for the currently expanding
system of engineering libraries is the recent
division and subdivision of the USSR into
economic regions (ekonomicheskie rayony)
and economic administrative districts (ekonomicheskie administrativnye rayony) . The
over-all economic reorganization on the
basis of territorial units is the result of
Khrushchev's May 1957 decentralization of
industry and construction. In place of the
former unwieldy centralized administration
of the economy by ministries, Economic
Councils (Sovety narodnogo khoziaistva)
with broad local authority were established
in each of the economic administrative districts. Soviet authorities expect these local
control and planning bodies to bring about
a more intensive development of the national
economy.
Within the areas of 12 large economic
regions there are 104 economic adminis-

T
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trative districts.1 One of the basic economic
regions, for example, is Western Siberia,
which consists of the Kemerovo, Novosibirsk,
Altay, Omsk, Tomsk, Tyumen and Kurgan
economic districts. Western Siberia s~ecializes in coal mining, the production of ferrous
and nonferrous metals, chemicals, grain,
meat, animal fats and forest products: The
economic councils of this region are supposed to promote and intensify the development of these industries in accordance with
the goals of economic plans.
This program of industrial decentralization has'had an impact upon the engineering libraries, and since 1957 a number of
important organizational steps have been
taken which indicate that library development is closely related to the drive for increased industrial outvut and imvroved technology as outlined in the economic plan.
These organizational changes have been:
1 ) the closing of the State Scientific Library
(Gosudarstvennaya nauchnaya biblioteka)
of the USSR Ministry of Higher Education;
2) the establishment on October 17, 1958,
of the State Public Scientific and Technical
Library of the USSR (Gosudarstvennaya publichnaya nauchno-tekhnicheskaya biblioteka
SSSR) under the State Science and Technical
Committee of the USSR Council of Ministers
as the coordinating body for all engineering
libraries in the USSR; and 3) in early 1959
the formation of the Council on Library
Problems within the framework of the USSR
Ministry of Culture.
1. The smaller economic administrative districts
may be "individual oblasts, krays, union and
autonomous republics or small groups of oblasts.
The basic economic regions are large groups of
oblasts, krays, autonomous or union republics
forming in the aggregate large specialized production and territorial complexes." KOSTENNIKOV,
V. M. Ekonorniche.rkie Rayofzy SSSR. Moskva:
Geografgiz, 1959, p. 3.

The State Scientific Library with its 14
affiliated libraries had, since its founding in
1918, done notable work in bibliographic
and information services. It issued such important works as the Technical Liter.atzlr.e
News (Novosti tekhnicheskoy literatury), an
abstracting service in six series, and the socalled Tekhkm.t, which consisted of annotated catalog cards covering various fields
of technology. Despite these and other important services provided to industry, this
librarv really exercised no effective control
over the vast number of engineering libraries throughout the country. Because it
was tied to the USSR Ministry of Higher Education, it had little influence over libraries
in other agencies, where most of the engineering libraries are found.
The new national technical library in
Moscow, the State Public Scientific and Technical Library of the USSR, has, for all practical purposes, taken the place of the old
State Scientific Library. Until quite recently
little was heard about this library, but news
of its activities is now becoming public.'
Since 1958 it has revived the defunct works
of the State Scientific Library mentioned
above under the titles Bibliogmphic Index o f
Cuiwrzt Soviet Litevafure (Bibliograficheskiy
ukatatel' tekushchey otechestvennoy literatury) and Techniral Card Catalo,q (Tekhnicheskava kartoteka) . Moreover, it has
been made the coordinating center for bibliographic work undertaken by all the engineering libraries of the country, and its
position under the State Science and Technical Committee of the USSR Council of
Ministers gives it the requisite authority to
carry out its decisions.
The State Public Scientific and Technical
Library of the USSR is a member of the
Council on Library Problems, which has responsibility for formulating bibliographic
plans for all libraries and bibliographic organizations of the USSR. The activities of
2. Its establishment was reported by E. N. Morozova in Sooet~iaya bibliografiya. no. 5 2 , 1958,
p. 81-85, and noted by the present writer in the
Library of Congre=s Information Bulletiiz. April
1 3 , 1959. The translated text of Morozova's statement appears in Paul Horecky's Libraries arzd
Bib/iogr.?phir Cerztelrr in the Soviet Union. Bloomington: Indiana Liniversity Press. 1959. p. 257-8.
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engineering libraries loom large on the
agenda
of the Council, which is devoting its
best efforts to the implementation of - the
decisions of the 21st Party Congress for the
economic and technical development of the
country. Theoretically, planning of bibliographic work starts with the Council, continues through the principal coordinating libraries, such as the Library of the USSR
Academy of Sciences for science libraries,
the Lenin State Library for the public libraries and the State Public Scientific and
Technical Library of the USSR for all engineering libraries, and ends, in the case of
engineering libraries, with specific coordinating libraries in the economic districts.
It is expected that engineering libraries
will be established in all 104 economic administrative districts. Many of them already
exist, such as the Stalingrad Scientific and
Technical Library and the Gorkiy Scientific
and Technical Library. Each engineering library in an economic administrative district
will guide and coordinate the work of the
numerous smaller technical libraries located
in plants, factories, design institutes and the
like in the district.
Each economic area, of course, has its
own peculiarities--one has extensive ore
deposits, another a highly developed industry, still another is agricultural and so
forth. The nature of the work undertaken by
a given library will depend upon the local
situation and program of the economic council. Two principles are said to characterize
the work of the economic councils-specialization and cooperation. The former refers
to the peculiarities of the district in terms of
the natural resources and industry that require development, while the latter relates
to cooperation among districts having common problems. I t follows that specialization
and cooperation will also characterize the
work o f the engineering libraries of the
economic districts. The engineering libraries
will take direction from the local economic
councils in terms of what they are to do and
from the State Public Scientific and Technical Library of the USSR in terms of how
they are to do it.
Another type of engineering library receiving direction from the State Public SciSPECIAL LIBRARIES

entific and Technical Library is the central
scientific and technical library (TSNTB) .
There are two groups of such libraries. One
consists of former ministry-affiliated libraries.
Such libraries exist for the coal. petroleum
and ferrous and nonferrous metal industries
dnd are now considered branch libraries of
the State Public Scientific and Technical Library of the USSR. The other is made up of
the -libraries attached to state commiitees
(e.g., in the fields of chemistry and shipbuilding) and ministries (e.g., communications) of the USSR Council of Ministers.
It is not known precisely how many engineering libraries there are in the USSR. The
latest figure is 8,990 for 1954,3 but this includes technical libraries at machine tractor
stations, state farms and forestry stations.
The actual number of genuine engineering
libraries apparently has not been published.
Of considerable interest at the present
time is the relationship between the engineering libraries of the Soviet Union and the
information services, which fall within the
purview of the State Science and Technical
Committee. Essentially the work of the latter
consists of the preparation and dissemination of information bulletins, abstracts. bibliographies, indexes, translations and litterature surveys in connection with industrial
research and development; the work of the
engineering libraries consists of the preparation of bibliographies, reference work, the
maintenance of technical literature collections and the compilation of union catalogs.
Suffice it to say that the problems involved
in defining the overlapping fields of technical information, bibliography and library
science are finding expression in the organizational patterns unfolding in the Soviet
Union. It will be some time before a sharply
drawn picture of the functions, responsibilities and activities of the various scientific
and technical information agencies, the numerous engineering libraries and, it may well
be added, the extensive network of science
libraries of the USSR Academy of Sciences,
will be possible. Their true roles, functions
and interrelationships can probably be
learned only by first-hand methods-visits,
'

A

3 . Kul'turnoye stroitel'stvo SSSR; stati.rtiche.rkis
sbornik. Moskva: GosstatizdaL 1956, p. 260.
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interviews, observations. For the present the
student of the Soviet library system must be
content to follow the emerging patterns by
means of the published literature.
What is the significance of the establishment of a single network of coordinated engineering libraries in the Soviet Union ? Certainly it means that the Soviets recognize the
tremendous importance of the engineering
library as a means of accelerating industrial
development. A specialized library network
that will collect, process and service all the
pertinent scientific and technical literature
for engineers and innovators-the
people
expected to make the current industrial
goals a reality-is
apparently what the
Soviets expect. It represents an aspect of the
broad assault on engineering problems as
they relate to the effort of fulfilling the goals
of the seven-year plan for the further industrialization of the USSR.
In the larger context of US-USSR competition, it must not be forgotten that the Soviet
economic plan is also designed to provide
the USSR with the means to overtake the
United States in specific areas of industry
and agriculture. Inasmuch as all Soviet libraries, regardless of type, are intimately
involved in the promotion of the plan, it is
plain that the new engineering library network, given direct support to science and
technology on a broad territorial basis, is
an important aspect of the Soviet challenge.
DATA PROCESSING BY TELEPHONE

International Business Machines Corporation
has introduced the IBM 1001 Data Transmission System, which enables information
in machine language to be transmitted or
received over local or long distance telephone
lines. Used with telephone company service,
such as Bell Svstem Data-Phone. both fixed
data from pre-punched cards and variable
information keyed in manually on a keyboard may be transmitted. A receiving &ation accepts the data and simultaneously
punches it into cards which may then be
processed by an IBM computer or accounting machine. The system is designed for use
in organizations having one or more locations, which may be widely separated points
or within a single city or building.
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50 ODD technical and scientific
periodicals mentioned in this list, the
majority began publication after World War
11, chiefly between 1946-1949. Some of the
Fore specialized technical journals began appearing between 1951-1953, and what could
be termed as a third publishing wave dates
from 1957-58.
From the titles, a certain pattern emerges.
The journals with szemle, lapszemle and occasionally tije'koztatd in their titles denote
reviewing or survey journals. They carry
original articles, surveys on a given subject,
abstracts from foreign periodicals and book
reviews. Such journals are published mostly
by learned societies or the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. Journals with lap(ok) or
folyfirztt in their titles simply denote a regular periodical publication, almost exclusively devoted to original research papers.
Many of these journals are published by
the technical publishing house, Miiszaki
Konyrkiado. The journals with e'rtesito, kozlony or Rozlenze'tzyek in their titles are generally publications of a ministry or occasionally of a society. Such publications are
chiefly information and news bulletins of
interest primarily to administrators and society members, rather than to researchers.
However, even these journals carry occasional
original articles and should not be dismissed
as wholly secondary sources.
For a small country like Hungary, 50 technical journals (not counting the popular science p~blications), out of a total of 660
Hungarian periodical titles, is a remarkable
achievement. O n the other hand, the question about duplication in research and publication of research results also arises. Six
physics, four mathematical research and innumerable building and construction journals
indicate a busy scientific life. A thorough
comparison between the various Actas (chimF THE

ica, mathematica, physica, technica) and Balletim issued by the different divisions of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences (chemical,
mathematical, physical and technical) might
yield some interesting data as to just what
type of articles are published in these journals. It is possible that the papers published
in the Artns (usually in a language other
than Hungarian) are meant for the reading
public abroad and the papers in the Bulletj77s of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
(usually in Hungarian) are meant for Hungarian readers. This is only an assumption,
however.
Nor should the ever-growing number of
Hungarian scientific periodicals be easily dismissed on grounds that much of their
information is Soviet-inspired or simply an
2pplication of the Soviet expertise to Hungarian industry. While, undeniably, Soviet
szience prominently influences Hungarian
technology, there is much original thinking
evident in the Hungarian journals. Turning
to the book review or abstract sections in
these periodicals, it becomes evident that
the number of technical books reviewed or
foreign articles abstracted, published in the
West, competes heavily with the Soviet publications. In fact, there seems to be a growing trend for the Hungarians to investigate
the technical achievements of their neighboring countries ; results of Czech, Rumanian
and other investigations seem to be more applied to Hungarian technology and economy
than are Soviet results.
As time goes on and the Hungarian technical periodicals achieve wider recognition,
it is hoped their value will further increase as the current lack of indexes is remedied. While at present a general list of all
the current ~ u n k a r i a nPa-ibdicals (arranged
alphabetically by title)G does exist, it is
hoped that the Hungarian Technical Library
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will soon begin publishing a kind of birth,
death and marriages supplement to the existmg list, or at least to the technical periodicals. This would greatly facilitate the assessment of the Hungarian technical journals,
both inside and outside of Hungary.
The following list is primarily based on
the recently issued Ifzdex Peviodiconnm Hun,garicovun~&as well as on actual examination
of the various scientific journals, mainly in
the British Museum and in the Science Museum in London. Included are chieflv scientific and research journals, for the most part
issued in Budapest, either by the Hungarian
Academy of sciences ( ~ a g y a r~ u d o m a n ~ o s
Akadkmia, Akad6miai [Konyvf Kiadb) , by
various ministries, learned societies and by
the Technical Publishing House (Miiszaki
[Konyv) Kiadb) . Complete bibliographical
information for each periodical was striven
for; the latest (1959) annual subscription
price (all dollar prices given include foreign postage) and the name of the editor
are indicated where known. A number of
highly specialized ministry publications
mere purposely excluded, as they are not intended for general circulation and are usually published in a very limited number of
copies (mostly mimeographed).
Many such bulletins do not have distinct
titles and are generally known as Miiszaki
TLje'koztatd or iMiiszaki Ertesito (Technical
Review or Technical Information) of whatever ministry issues it. Publications by regional academies or learned societies also
have been excluded; the number of such
publications is not very large, and as many
have just only begun publication, it was
rarely possible to examine them. As indexes
to the items included could only rarely be
examined, no indication about indexes is
given. Judging by the critical comments of
various Hungarian authors, the lack of indexes or the& irregularity at best, is one of
the drawbacks characterizing almost without
exception Hungarian technical journals.
' f i e items in this list are usually accompanied by brief annotations, referring either
to some specific feature of the periodical or
indicating the self-explanatory subtitle. If
the journal is being indexed by the East
European Accessions Index (EEAI) , pubDECEMBER 1960

lished by the Library of Congress, this is
ASO indicated. The arrangement of the list
is by subject, indicating first the purely technological journals and then scientific periodicals in related fields. At the head of the
list are described the two most important abstracting journals covering all subject fields
for science.
ABSTRACTING JOURNALS
1. Magyar M i s z a k i Lapszemle (Hungarian Technical Abstracts)
Budapest, Orszigos Muszaki KBnyvtir (State
Technical Library)
vol. 1- 1949- ; quarterly
Subscription: $4.00
Editor: L. Jinszky
English edition: Hungariaa Technical Abstvart.r
German edition: Zentralblatt der ungarisrheiz
Terhnik
Russian edition: Obzor' Vengerskoi Tekhnicheskoi
Literatury
Indexed in EEAI. It should be noted that EEAI
indexes most of the Hungarian technical articles
as they appear in the periodicals themselves,
and indexes as well the abstracts of these
articles as they appear in Hungarian Technicd
Abstvan.r. This procedure does seem like frosting the icing!
HUNGARIAN
technical achievements intended
for dissemination abroad. Abstracts Hungarian
technical articles from about 36 leading journals
(the majority are described in this list), a list of
which occasionally appears o n the inside back
cover. Each of the English, German and Russian
editions carry about 4-5,000 annual abstracts.
T h e title of the abstracted article is given only in
translation, but the title of the journal appears
both in its original Hungarian version and in
translation. Subject arrangement: chemistry, mechanical engineering, metallurgy, building, transportation, paper and printing, etc. Author only
index in each issue and annually. From 1949-1953
issued by Orszigos Talilminy Hivatal (State Bureau of Inventions).
2. Miiszaki Lapszemle (Technical Review) some-

times referred to as Kiilfoldi Lapszemle (Foreign Review)
Budapest, Orszigos Muszaki Konyvtir (State
Technical Library)
vol. 11949- ; monthly
Subscription per section: $5.50
Editor: L. Jinszky
Indexed in EEAI. EEAI here seems to be carrying
coals to Newcastle. Miiszaki Lapszemle abstracts
non-Hungarian (largely Western) technical articles; surely, Western (especially American) indexing and abstracting journals register the same
technical material adequately enough to obviate
the necessity for EEAI to re-index the same
material via a Hungarian abstracting journal!

FOREIGN technical information intended for
Hungarian scientists. Published in 13 separately
issued sections: mining; electrical engineering;
energy; food technology; building; mechanical
engineering ; foundry; welding; transportation; paper and printing industry; industrial planning;
chemistry; physics. (The number of sections varies; it used to be as high as 18 and as low as
10. T h e section on physics was published 19491757; it again began publication in 1959 as section Fizika, Mi&- i s Miiszertechnika, Autonzatika
[Physics, Measuring Technique, Tools and Automation]. )
A total of 50-60,000 abstracts from foreign technical periodicals (about 1,200 journals, a list of
which is to appear) is listed annually. The number
of abstracts per section varies, with the ~ectionon
mechanical engineering distinctly leading with
about 4.500 yearly abstracts. A 6-12 months' lag
exists between the abstract and the publication
time of the original article. Only the Hungarian
translation of the foreign article is indicated (before 1952, the original title was also given and
this practice is to be resumed again soon). If a
Hungarian translation of the abstracted foreign
article exists, this is sometimes indicated but not
in all sections and not very regularly. There are
no indexes at all. This publication resembles the
Soviet Rrferatiz,nii Zhurnal, which however carries ab5tracts from foreign as well as Soviet technical journals.
T E C H N I C A L JOURNALS

3. Acta Technica Academiae Scientiatum Hunguricae
Budapest, Akadkmiai Kiad6
vol. 1- 1737- ; several volumes annually
Subscription: $6.00 per volume
Annual author and subject indexes
Editor: S. Geleji
Indexed in EEAI
Original research articles in English, French,
German and Russian. Duplication, if any, between
this journal and item 5 could not be ascertained.
Acta Technica as well as items 36, 40 and 44,
follow in pattern the Doklady Akademii Nauk
SSSR (Transactions of the Academy of Sciences
of the USSR).

4. Periodiru Polyterhnica
Budapest, Akadkmiai Kiad6
vol. 1- 1957; quarterly
Subscription per section: $4.00 per section
Editor: J. K l i r
Indexed in EEAI (all three sections)
Published in three sections, each in an English
and German edition: ( 1 ) Chemical Engineering
(Cbemisches Ingenieurwe~en),( 2 ) Electrical Engiaeering (Elektrotechnik) and ( 3 ) Engineering
(Maschinen- und Buuwesen).
T h e Hungarian subtitle "A Budapesti Muszaki
Egyetem Periodica Polytechnica cimkn idegen ny-

elvu tudorninyos foly6iratot inditott . . . a szerziii az Egyetem taniri karib61 keriilnek ki" explains the function of the journal stating that
"The Technical University of Budapest has begun
publication of a foreign language periodical, Per/udica Pulytechnzca . . . authors of articles therein
are faculty members of the university."
5. M a g y r Tudominyos AkadPmia hliiszaki T u domdnyok Orztdl?cinuk Kozleminyei (Bulletin
of the Division for Technology of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences)
Budapest, AkadGmiai Kiad6
vol. 1- 1938; irregular
Subscription: $4.00
Editor: Gy. Hevesi
Indexed in EEAI
Original research articles. Duplication, if any,
between this journal and item 3 could not be
ascertained.

6. A f ~ g y a rT. u d o m i n j (Hungarian Science)
Budapest, Akadkmiai Kiad6
vol. 1- 1874; monthly
Subscription: $4.50
Editor: I, Trencsknyi-Waldapfel
New series began as vol. 1- 1957Indexed in EEAI
The subtitle "Magyar Tudomanyos Akademia
Ertesithje" indicates that this is the "Bulletin of
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences." Carries
original articles, news items, necrologies, commemorations, etc. Helpful surveys of Hungarian
scientific achievements. Similar in scope to the
Soviet journal Vestnik Akademii Nauk SSSR (Bulletin of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR).
7 . Terht2iku: Altala't2os Miiszaki Szemle (Technology; General Technical Review)
Budapest, Miiszaki Konyvkiad6
vol. 1- 1957; monthly
Subscription: $1.60
Editor: E. Szluka
Indexed in EEAI
In scope somewhere between items 3 and 8.
8 . Miiszaki B e t (Technical Life)

Budapest, Miiszaki Kiinyvkiad6
vol. 1- 1945; biweekly, issued Thursdays
Subscription: $3.60
Editor: E. Valk6
Indexed in EEAI
"A Miiszaki ks Termkszettudominyi Egyesuletek
SziivetsPge Lapja" (Journal of the Federation of
Technical and Natural Science Associations). This
is a technical newspaper, which publishes information items of interest to scientists, technical librarians and industrial economists. Contains technical
book reviews, patent announcements, news of production output, industrial and technical statistics.

9. Energia 6s Atomtechiziku (Power Production
and Nuclear Engineering)
Budapest, Muszaki Konyvkiad6
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vol. 1- 1948- ; monthly
Subscription: $6.60
Editor: I. Varga
Indexed in EEAI
"Az Energiagazdilkodisi Tudominyos Egyesiilet Lapja" (Journal of the Scientific Society for
Power Production). Original research reported.
10. EpiiletgPp6szet (Building Machinery)
Budapest
vol. 1- 1952; bimonthly
Subscription: $2.50
Editor: A. Macskissy
Indexed in EEAI
"Spitiiipari Tudorninyos Egyesiilet Folybirata"
(Journal of the Scientific Society for the Building
Industry). Original research articles, slanted towards mdustry and production rather than basic
research.
1 1. A Ge'p (The Machine)
Budapest, Muszaki Konyvkiad6
vol. 1- 1951- ; 9 times annually
Subscription: $4.00
Editor: L. Fekete
Indexed in EEAI
"A gkpgyirtis muszaki folybirata. A. Muszaki i s
Terrnkszettudominyi Egyesuletenek lapja" (Technical Journal of Machine Production). Organ of
the Federation of Technical and Natural Science
Associations. Applied and basic research articles.
12. GCpPszeti BrtesitB (Mechanical Engineering
Information)
Budapest, Ipari 6s Mezogazdasigi Tervezo Kiad6
(Publishers for Industrial and Agricultural
Planning)
vol. 1- 1955Editor: P. Wriszburg
"l?puletg&piszeti Tervezis (Design of Building
Machines). Chiefly items concerning industrial and
agricultural machinery.
13. Jiwziicek. Alezogazdasdgi GPpeb (Vehicles.
Agricultural Machinery)
Budapest, Miiszaki Konyvkiad6
vol. 1- 1954- ; quarterly
Subscription: $3.20
Editor: K. JuhLsz
Indexed in EEAI
"A Gkpipari Tudorninyos Egyesulet miiszaki
foly6irataU (Technical Journal of the Engineering
Industry Association). Original research as well
as news items reported.
14. A G T I Miiszaki KozlemPny~d (Technical Bulletin of A G T I )
Budapest, Altalinos Gkptervezo Iroda ( A G T I )
(General Machine Design Bureau)
vol. 1- 1958- ; quarterly
Appears to be only for private circulation
Editor: L. Sudi
METALLURGICAL
AND MININGENGINEERING
15. Kohd Ps Gdpipal-i Kozlony (Bulletin of the
Metallurgy and Machine Industry)
C F C E M B E R 1960

Budapest, Koh6 6s Gepipari Kiad6 (Publishers for
Metallurgy and Machine Industry)
vol. 1- 1951- ; weekly
Subscription: $13.50
Editor: I. Mik6
"A Koh6 6s Gkpipari Minisztkrium Hivatalos
Lapja" (Official Bulletin of the Ministry for
Metallurgy and Machine Industry).
16. Kohdszati LapoR (Metallurgical Bulletin)
Budapest, Miiszaki Konyvkiad6
vol. 1- 1868- ; monthly
Subscription: $10.00
Editor: L. Jakoby
New series began with vol. 1- 1946Indexed i n EEAI
"Orszigos Magyar Binyiszati 6s Kohiszati
Egyesiilet Foly6irata" (Journal of the Hungarian
Mining and Metallurgical Society). This is one
of the oldest Hungarian technical journals, pioneering in basic and applied research articles. Has
sections concerning aluminum research, and
Foundry (Ontode) , once published separately.
Summaries of articles in German and Russian.
17. Kohd Ps GPpipari Szakivodalrni TdjPkoztatr'
(Specialized Information Bulletin of Metallurgy
and Machine Industry)
Budapest, Koh6 6s Gepipari Miniszterium (Ministry of Metallurgy and Machine Design)
vol. 1- 1958- ; monthly
Original articles; abstracts from foreign technical periodicals; patents and news; book reviews.
18. Bdnyiszati Lapok (Mining Journal)
Budapest, Miiszaki Konyvkiad6
vol. 1- 1956- ; monthly
Subscription: $10.00
Editor: J. Heinrich
Indexed in EEAI
"Orszagos Magyar Binyiszati 6s Kohiszati
Egyesiilet Folyoirata" (Journal of the Hungarian
Mining and Metallurgical Society). Original research, book reviews, news.
19. Bdnyaterv RozlemPrzyei (Information Bulletin
Concerning the Mining Plan)
Budapest, Binyiszati Tervezo Intkzet (Institute for
Mining Plans)
vol. 1- 1956- ; irregular
Editor: T . Podinyi
Indexed in EEAI
Mostly news items, official decrees, regulations.

20. EleRtrotechniRa (Electrical Engineering)
Budapest, Muszaki KGnyvkiad6
vol. 1- 1909- ; monthly
Subscription: $5.00
Editor: A. Frigyes
Indexed in EEAI
"Magyar Elektrotechnikai Egyesulet hivatalos
kczlonye" (Official Bulletin of the Hungarian
Society of Electrical Engineers). Original research.

2 1. Villamossa'g (Electricity)
Budapest, Muszaki Konyvkiad6
vol. 1- 1953- ; irregular
Subscription: $3.20
Editor: A. Gregor
Indexed in EEAI
"Magyar Elektrotechnikai Egyesulet lapja"
(Journal of the Hungarian Society of Electrical
Engineers).

22. Me'lye'pite'studorna'izpi Szenzle (Review of Civil
Engineering)
Budapest, Muszaki Konyvkiad6
vol. 1- 1952- ; monthly
Subscription: $5.00
Editor: I. Gyorgy
Indexed in EEAI
"A Kozlekedes 6s Kozleked6sepit6studominyi
Egyesulet Lapja" (Journal of the Society for Transportation and Highway Construction). Original
articles, surveys, news.
23. Kijzlekede'studomdnyi Szemle (Review of
Transportation)
Budapest, Muszaki Konyvkiad6
; monthly
vol. 1- 1951Subscription: $5.00
Editor: S. Harmati
Indexed in EEAI
"A Kozleked6s 6s Kiizleked6~6pit6studorninyi
Egyesulet Lapja" (Journal of the Society for Transportation and Highway Construction). Original
research, surveys, news.

and Transportation Council). Mostly news items.
26. Hidrologiai Kozl6ny (Hydrological Bulletin)
Budapest, Miiszaki Konyvkiad6
vol. 1- 1921- ; bimonthly
Subscription: $4.00
Editor: Gy. Kovics
Some original articles but mostly news.

27. Vizgazddlkoddsi Miiszaki Szenzle (Review of
Water Supply Management)
Budapest, Muszaki Konyvkiad6
vol. 1- 1956- ; quarterly
Editor: J. Sziligyi
Original articles and surveys.
28. Viziigyi Kozleme'tzyek (Bulletin of Water
Conservation)
Budapest, Muszaki Konyvkiad6
vol. 1- 1919- ; quarterly
Editor: W . Liszl6ffy
Indexed in EEAI
"Az Orszigos Vizugyi Foigazgat6sig Kiadviinya" (Publication of the State Administration
of Water Conservation).
29. Hungarian Heaz~yIlzdusttYes
Budapest, Hungarian Chamber of Commerce
vol. 1- 195 i ; irregular
Indexed in EEAI
Published in English and intended to acquaint
foreign scientists and economists with achievements of Hungarian production. Illustrated.
30. NehPzipari Ertesito (Bulletin Concerning
Heavy Industry)
Budapest, Nehezipari Miniszterium (Ministry of
Heavy Industry)
vol. 1- 1957- ; weekly
Subscription: $13.50
Editor: G . Andrissy
This is an official, administrative bulletin, as opposed to the more propagandistic item 29.

24. @it&- Ps KozlekedPstudominyi KozlemPnyek
(Information Bulletin of Building and Transportation)
Budapest, Akademiai Kiadb
vol. 1- 1958; irregular
Subscription $7.00
Editor: Gy. Michailich
"A Magyar Tudominyos Akademia Muszaki
Tudominyos Osztilyinak keret6ben mukodo &pit6studominyi, 6pitCstort6neti 6s elmileti kpitoanyagtudominyi, hidrologiai 6s vizgazdilkodisi, kozleked6studominyi 6s telepul6studominyi bizottsig
kozlonye" (Bulletin of the Committee for Applied, Historical and Theoretical Aspects of Building, Hydrology, Transportation and Housing, of
the Technical Division of the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences). While items 22 and 23 contain
chiefly original research, this bulletin is mostly
of administrative importance.

31. Konnyiiipari Ertesito (Bulletin Concerning
Light Industry)
Budapest, Muszaki Konyvkiad6
vol. I - 1948- ; weekly
Subscription: $4.50
Chiefly of administrative importance.
32. Csomagola'sterhniika (Wrapping Technology)
Budapest, Csomagolistechnikai Intezet (Institute
for Wrapping Techniques)
vol. 1- 1956- ; bimonthly
Subscription: $4.00
Editor: L. Mirton

25. KozlekedPsi Kozlony (Transportation Bulletin)
Budapest, Kozleked6si : Dokumenticio (Documentation of Transportation)
Subscription: $1 1.00
Editor: Gy. Hegedus
"Kozponti Szillitisi Tanics 6s a Kozlekedesi
Villalatok Lapja" (Bulletin of the Central Supply

33. HiitBipar (Refrigeration Industry)
Budapest
vol. 1- 1953- ; irregular
Indexed in EEAI
"Hutoipari Igazgat6sig 6s a Mezogazdasigi
Elelmiszer Folyoirata" (Journal of the Administration for Refrigeration and Agricultural Food
Products).
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34. Mt&s 4s Automatika (Measuring Techniques
and Automation)
Budapest. Muszaki Kiinyvkiadb
vol. 1- 1953- ; bimonthly
Subscription: $3.20
Editor: M . Bolgir
Indexed in EEAI
Reports original research articles with English,
German and Russian summaries. Follows essentially pattern of Soviet journal Avtomatika i
Iznzeritel'naia Tekhrzika (Automation and Measuring Techniques).
.35. Magyar. Epituipar. (Hungarian Building Industry)
Budapest, Muszaki Kiinyvkiadb
vol. 1- 1952- ; bimonthly
Subscription: $4.80
Editor: L. Lux
Indexed in EEAI
Original articles, news items, industrial building
statistics.

36. A c r ~ Chimica Academiae Scientiarum Hutzgaficae
Budapest, Akadkmiai Kiad6
vol. 1- 1946- ; irregular
Subscription: $6.00
Editor: Z. Csuros
Indexed in EEAI
Original research published in Russian, German
and English.
3 7 . Magyar Tudomiinyos Akademiu Kkmiai T u d o miinyos Oszta'ljrinuk Kozlemknjei (Bulletin of
the Chemical Division of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences)
Budapest, AkadPmiai Kiad6
vol. 1- 1950- ; irregular
Subscription: $4.00
Indextd in EEAI
Original, mainly basic, research articles. Duplication, if any, between this journal and item 36
could not be determined.

Editor: K. Magyar
Indexed in EEAI
"Magyar Kemikusok Egyesuletknek Foly6irataW
(Journal of the Hungarian Chemists Society). This
journal carries more articles on chemical technology, while item 38 publishes more basic research articles.
40. Acta Mathematics Arademiae Srientiarum
Hungarirae
Budapest, Akadkmiai Kiad6
vol. 1- 1951- ; several volumes yearly
Subscription: $6.00 per volume
Indexed in EEAI
Original research in German, English, Russian.
41. Magyar Tudomiinyos Akademia Matematikai
Kutat6 Intdzetdnek Kozlenzetzyei (Bulletin of
the Mathematical Research Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences)
Budapest, Akadkmiai Kiad6
; quarterly
vol. 1- 1958Editor: A . Renyi
Indexed in EEAI
Duplication, if any, between this journal and
item 40 could not be ascertained.
42. Matematikai Lapok (Mathematical Journal)
Budapest, Bdlyai Jinos Matematikai Tirsulat (Bolyai Jinos Mathematical Society)
vol. 1- 1951- ; quarterly
Subscription: $1.40
Editor: P. T u r i n
Indexed in EEAI
Aside from the proceedings of the Bolyai Society, carries original, basic research articles.
43. Magyar Tudomiinpos Akadkmia Matematikai
Cs Fzzikai Oszta'lyiinak Kozlemdnyei (Bulletin
of the Mathematics and Physics Division of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences)
Budapest, Akademiai Kiadb
; quarterly
voi. 1- 1951Subscription: $4.00
Editor: Gy. Alexits
Indexed in EEAI
Basic research is reported.

38. Magjar KPmiai Folydir.at (Hungarian Chemical Journal)
Budapest, Miiszaki Konyvkiadb
vol. 1- 1895; monthly
Subscription: $4.00
Editor: T. Erdei-Gruz
Indexed in EEAI
"Magyar Kimikusok Egyesuletenek Folybirata"
(Journal of the Hungarian Chemists Society). Another one of the oldest scientific Hungarian journals, with a tradition for original research. Carries
many abstracts from foreign chemical journals.

44. Acta Physica Academiae Scientiarum Hungurirae
Budapest, Akadimiai Kiadb
vol. 1- 195 1- ; irregular
Subscription: $6.00
Editor: P. Gombis
Indexed ir. EEAI
Original research articles in English, German
and Russian.

39. Magyar Kimikr~sok Lapja (Journal of Hungarian Chemists)
Budapest, Muszaki Konyvkiadd
vol. 1- 1946- ; monthly
Subscription: $4.00

45. Magyar Tudoma'nyos Akaddmia K@onti Fizikai Kutatd InthetPnek KozlemPnyei (Bulletin
of the Central Physics Research Institute of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences)
Budapest, Akadimiai Kiadd
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vol. 1- 1954- ; bimonthly
Editor: E. Fenyves
Indexed in EEAI
Duplication, if any, between this journal and
item 44 could not be ascertained.
46. Magyav Fizikai Folydirnt (Hungarian Physics
Journal)
Budapest, Akadkmiai Kiad6
vol. 1- 1953- ; bimonthly
Subscription: $3.00
Editor: L. Jinossy
Indexed in EEAI
Basic research articles.
47. Fizikai Szemle (Physics Review)
Budapest, Akadkmiai Kiad6
; bimonthly
vol. 1- 1951Subscription: $2.80
Indexed in EEAI
"Eotvos Lorind Fizikai Tirsulat Foly6irata"
(Journal of the Evtvos Lorind Physics Society).
Society proceedings and basic research reported.
48. Geofizikai KozlemCtfyek (Geophysics Bulletin)
Budapest, Miiszaki Kiinyvkiad6
vol. 1- 1953- ; irregular
Editor: T. Dombay
"Eotvos Lorind Geofizikai Intezet 6s Magyar
Geofizikusok Egyesiiletknek Lapja" (Journal of
the Eotvos Lorind Geophysics Institute and of
the Hungarian Society of Geophysicists). Original
research reported.
49. Atomtecbnik& TTcijIkoziatd (Review of Atomic
Technology )
Budapest, Akadkmiai Kiad6
vol. 1- 1958- ; irregular (mimeographed)
"Orszigos Atomenergia Bizottsig ks Magyar
Tudominyos Akadkmia Kozponti Fizikai Kutat6
Intezet Dokumentici6s Csoportjinak Lapja" (Bulletin of the Documentation Committee of the
State Commission for Atomic Energy and of the
Physics Research Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences). Includes original research, lists
available translations from foreign articles, carries
abstracts on nuclear engineering.
PATENTSA N D STANDARDS
50. Sznbadalmi Kozliinp IJ Kozponti VPdjegyCrteJ I J B (Bulletin of Patents and Trade-mark Information)
Budapest, Orszigos Talilminyi Hivatal (State
Bureau of Inventions)
; monthly
vol. 1- 1896Subscription: $10.00
Editor: B. Dani-Csipik
Official information and decrees concerning
patents and standards.
51. Szabva'nyiigyi
Standards)

Kozleminyek

(Bulletin

of

Budapest, Magyar Szabvinyiigyi Hivatal (Hungarian Bureau of Standards)
vol. 1- 1948- ; monthly
Subscription: $3.30
Editor: R. Kertes
Indexed in EEAI
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Planning the New Library:
Central Research lnstitute of Electric
Power Industry Library
KENKlCHl MASUI, Manager, Research Administration and Technical Information
Technical Laboratory, Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry, Tokyo, Japan
H E CENTRAL
Research Institute of Electric Power Industry was formed in August 1952 as a nonprofit research organization
for the electric utilities. It is sponsored by the
nine major electric power companies f r o m
whose distribution networks electric service is available i n all parts of Japan.
T h e Institute operates three laboratories:
the Technical Laboratory, the Agricultural
Electrification Laboratory and the Economic Divihion Laboratory; the Technical
Laboratory is the largest.
T h e Technical Laboratory is divided
into t h e Director's office and four engineering departments: electrical, civil, mechanical and measurement, chemistry and
isotope. There are 310 employees, among
whom there are various kinds of technical
staffs such as electrical engineers, civil
engineers, mechanical engineers, geological engineers, physicists, chemists and mathematicians. T h e present number of the
technical employees is 240, including tech-

T

nicians; there are 7 0 persons occupied in
administrative work and general services.
T h e principal object of the Technical
Laboratory is t o establish close contact
with the sponsoring electric power companies by cooperation in conducting the
research, development and testing that are
necessary f o r construction and operation
of electric power facilities. I n addition, it
endeavors to find and exploit new frontiers
in the fields of science and technology
which will contribute to the development
of the power industry.
I n 1951, at the time the ex-Technical Laboratory was established, the necessity of
library service was foreseen by the executives. I n t h e early days of 1 9 5 2 , a combined wooden and ferro-concrete library
was built, primarily to furnish interior
technical information service. T h e literature collection at that time was extremely
small, and there was only one librarian and
his one assistant.

The reading area and current periodicals rack with book stacks and study carrels to the
rear.
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Construction of New Library

As previously described, the guiding
policy of the library operation was already
firmly established by the directors, and the
effort of recruiting competent library staff
has been continued as has the collection
of useful literature. In 1956, owing to the
rapid growth of our research work, the
Institute decided to construct two wellequipped, large and modern laboratory
buildings which would contain additional
research facilities.
The planning of the new library was
recognized as one of the important aspects of the new building, and detailed
investigation was commenced. W e made inquiries about library facilities in the United
States and Europe, because we considered
that the designs of leading foreign libraries might have unique features of room
design, layout of equipment and design or
style of furniture.
In designing our library, we felt the
following considerations important to give
users a comfortable and hospitable atmosphere as well as more convenience; the
problems of fireproofing were also carefully studied:
1. Sound and noise proof
2. Supply of clean, fresh air maintained at

a suitable temperature with comfortable
humidity by means of air conditioning
3. Open book shelves and other effective
layout
4. Use of study desks or carrels
5 . Copying equipment, microfilm reader,
projectors for cinema films and color slides
6 . Self-service book circulation desk
7. Space for processing books, magazines
and other materials
8. Use of all steel furniture.
With the cooperation of the research
staffs, it was decided to locate the new
library on the south side of the second
floor of the building.
The library space is divided into three
parts. The first part is a library area containing book stacks, book shelves, vertical
file drawers, magazine cases, study desks,
reading tables, a microfilm reader, etc.
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At the entrance of this area is a self-service
book circulation desk for reference and
book lending service. The second part is
an office in which four librarians, one
language specialist and one library assistant work. The third part is a processing
room for books, periodicals, pamphlets
and other technical materials; without this
space we would be unable to keep the
library in good order. This area also has
a photocopying desk at which library users
make photocopies of the technical materials they want.
W e obtained the cooperation of manufacturers of excellent steel furniture,
which has successfully given a unique atmosphere as well as competent room design to the library.
The dedication of the new buildings
was held on October 15, 1957, but the
library was not finally set up until the end
of 1957. As the new library is a part of the
building located in the heart of the laboratory and has been comfortably maintained,
the number of users has increased steadily.
During noontime especially, the number
of users who glance at newspapers and
magazines increases.
Literature Collection

Almost all the books and nearly twothirds of the magazines are supplied by
booksellers; the remaining one-third are
contributed by outside organizations (domestic and foreign) in exchange for our
technical publications.
A special book-request form with a
questionnaire has been prepared to aid
in the acquisition of books and magazines.
The questionnaire contains items to be
checked which should justify the necessity
of the requested books, magazines and
other publications. Our library does not
have a standing committee for the selection of books, magazines or other publications, because it would be difficult for its
members to determine what books or magazines are suitable, since the laboratory
serves various fields of engineering. The
questionnaires are also useful as a survey
of the kinds of new information wanted
by scientists and engineers.

Books, magazines, pamphlets and other
materials are classified in accordance with
U D C and N D C (Nippon Decimal Classification). The catalog card employed is
divided into classified catalog, author catalog and subject or title catalog.
The subject catalog has recently been
completed by the library staff with the
cooperation of the research staff. T h e principal object of the catalog is to provide
information on the various kinds of reports, monographs, pamphlets and other
technical materials published by the circle
of electric power companies, including the
Central Research Institute, in order to
supply up-to-date and correct information
on our research achievements to the persons concerned. Of course, this subject
catalog also classifies traditional external
technical publications. T o avoid duplication of research and improve our own
research, it is considered important that
the scientists and engineers i n our laboratory and in the electric power companies
be able to find the necessary materials
easily in the subject catalog and to utilize
the research results recorded by others.
For processing some kinds of technical
reDorts
and materials. the utilization of a
I
punched card system is being considered.
Library Service Survey

Shortly after the new library opened
in January 1958, a special survey was
carried out by means of a questionnaire
to learn the opinions of users about the
library operation.
The questionnaire was composed of four
major parts: utilization of library; library
technical service, especially in regard to
library publication; attitude of library
workers; literature collection and book
acquisition. The total number of questions
involving these four major items was 34.
Interesting answers were received, principally from technical persons.
Some of the results of the survey are :
Have you ever entered the library?
For the new library
Yes
927;
No
8C/c

View of the book-processing room.

For the old library
Yes
98 7
;
No
2%
How many times do you use the library in
a month?
Almost every day
1876
Every other day
6.2 q!
Ten days and more
19%
Five days and more
43%
Less than three days
30%
Why doesn't one utilize the library?
Fully occupied in doing
experiments
79%
N o time free as position is
technical assistant
8%
Have a regard for supervisor's
feeling
2.5%
Miscellaneous
10.5%
W h a t means do you use for finding neccssary books?
List of new books arrived
15%
Notice board for new books 5.8%
Visit the library
36%
Book catalog
19.2%
Receiving information by
chance
7.6%
Catalog card
4.2%
Inquiring by telephone
9.2%
Future Problems

The number of technical publications
has increased rapidly in Japan since World
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

War II, and now covers the various fields
of science and technology not only in
Japan but also throughout the world. In
applied science and engineering especially,
owing to the rapid development which
brought forth atomic power utilization
and the launching of rockets and satellites,
technical materials, including books, magazines, reports and pamphlets, are being
published in extremely great number.
This situation may be helpful to scientists and engineers seekirg new information
in the literature, but it is very difficult to
search satisfactorily without the aid of a
specialist or so-called "documentalist" or
"information officer". Our laboratory recognized the significance of the specialist
in laboratory operations at the time of
building the first library. At present, however, the librarians are still young and
lack the knowledge to perform as information officers to technical personnel. Training and orienting librarians are both big
concerns of our library operation. T o employ competent information and documentation specialists, the necessity of this
special work must be highly evaluated, and
special consideration must also be paid
to salary and position.
In Japan, in general, laboratory management is not always satisfactory, especially
in regard to salary administration and.
personnel management of such specialists.
But it should be fully recognized and

supported by those who are concerned
with research, that special librarians or information officers are indispensable as elements of modern industrid research.
In the course of time, books and magazines will increase so greatly that they
may force the library to extend its space.
However, we have no plan for enlarging
space, except to increase the book shelves
m d magazine cases to the ultimate limit.
T o gain more space we will shift the older
and less useful publications to a store
room which was formerly a part of the
old library.
How t o confront the fact of today's
great number of technical publications
from the point of view of library operation must be carefully considered. T o deal
with this universally difficult problem, we
have studied the countermeasures, such as
making full use of the national information
center of science and technology, promoting interlibrary loans including foreign
libraries, eliminating less useful literature
from the library collection and utilizing
microfilm.
Lastly, it is a matter of great importance
that our library play the role of technical
information center for the electric industry
by obtaining competent special librarians
who are able to act as information specialists by giving useful reference service,
not only to our laboratory but also the
sponsoring power companies and others.

VITAL STATISTICS FOR LIBRARY OF TECHNICAL LABORATORY
(November

30, 1960)

Total square foot area
Staff
Employees served a t location
Average number of users per day
Books and bound periodicals as of November

30, 1960

Current periodical subscriptions
Vertical file drawers
Date of completion
Special facilities: microfilm reader and printer; photoreproduction equipment
* The

Memorial Library Collection of the Japan Power Generation and Transmission Company
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Meet. . . August G. K. Cockx
APRIL THIS YEAR, the Linda Hall Library of Kansas City, Missouri, sent an
invitation to a Belgian librarian to spend a
year working in their facilities under the
Jointly Sponsored Program for Foreign Librarians. With his arrival in the United
States on August 30, Dr. Cockx thus became
the first fore& librarian to come here under
the auspices of a special library.
Dr. Cockx was born in Herent-Louvain, a
suburb of Brussels. He attended high school
there and went on to enter the University of
Lourain in 1946. H e attained the Doctor of
Law degree as well as a Master of Science in
Economics. During his many years at the
University, he naturally made great use of
its library, which led to his interest in becoming a librarian.
In 1955 he began his training for librarianship at the Royal Library of Belgium
in Brussels. This training differs from that
received by American professionals in that it
is conducted on-the-job. A great deal of practical work in all the major sections of the library is mixed with large doses of theory and
homework. Covering two-year period, the
trzining is climaxed by a very comprehensive
two-to-three-day examination, which is both
written and oral. Upon successful completion,
the librarian is given a permanent assignment
in the section for which he is best suited.

I
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Dr. Cockx of the Royal Library of Belgium
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The Royal Library is the national library
of Belgium. It is 130 years old and contains
or.er two million volu~nes,together with extensive collections of manuscripts, incunabula, engravings and other materials. Dr.
Cockx is a reference librarian and since 1957
has been the Assistant Director of the Printed
Books Section.
While his work as a reference librarian
requires a broad general knowledge, Dr.
Cockx is es~eciallvinterested in science and
technology with its many ramifications and
problems. Because of this interest, he is very
pleased at having been given the opportunity
to work at Linda Hall, since he considers it
one of the great independent research libraries in the United States. His work is
largely in the Serials Department, where his
knowledge of foreign publications has
proved to be a great asset. H e is also working on Linda Hall's contribution to the third
edition of the Union List of Serials.
H e feels that all large
libraries have three
',
bottlenecks: cataloging (always a large backlog), binding (the issue you want is always
at the bindery) and photoduplication (again,
a large backlog). In his work at Linda Hall,
together with his visits to other libraries
around the country, he hopes to learn how
to cope with these problems as they exist at
the Royal Library. H e plans to study how
university and special libraries serve their
research people and study the relations between libraries and industries. In his contacts with librarians, he wants to see how his
American colleagues provide their people
with materials from outside their libraries.
A likable young man, Dr. Cockx has a
very engaging personality. It soon becomes
obvious that he is vitally interested in learning not only all he can about our libraries,
but also all he can about our daily life. During his travels thus far, he has been impressed by our high standard of living and
how this is reflected in our libraries. SLA'ers
will have an opportunity to meet Dr. Cockx
at the San Francisco Convention.
THEODORE
D. PHILLIPS,
Librarian
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Are Periodicals Really Necessary?
JAMES D. RAMER, Engineering-Physical Sciences Librarian
Columbia University Library, N e w York City
A PRACTICING librarian I tend to be
conservative in my approach to library
procedures, but in those rare periods when
my day-to-day activities permit and I can assume the unaccustomed role of a library
user, I become a true revolutionary. By the
time I have waded through indexes and abstract journals for references, located and
collected all the necessary volumes from each
branch library and from every floor of the
general library, and piled my desk mountainously high with a multitude of bound
giants, I have undergone three distinct stages
in my revolutionary thinking. My first reaction is that branch libraries should never
be allowed under any circumstance; this is
closely followed by a feeling that all libraries
should be compactly organized on one floor;
and lastly, but most vehemently, I conclude
that there should be no books at all. (Since
my own research materials happen to be
scientific journals, and voluminous ones, I
will qualify my last condemnation and do
away with periodicals only, allowing thin
volumes of belles-lettres to remain.)
My revolutionary zeal, however, is tempered by a utopian idealism that prevents a
completely negative reaction. In the shadows
of my bound periodicals I soon find myself
dreaming of a happier world where I would
immediately hare available each article in
my field of interest with a minimum expenditure of effort and time.
I visualize individual papers being airmailed to me automatically by a publisher as
soon as they are printed. A paper is filed
and, perhaps, used once or twice before the
journal issue (which, before the revolution,
would have contained it) could have been
collated, bound and mailed. Since timeliness
is important in the sciences, this new innovation is extremely popular.
In this idyllic situation, not only am I
much more rapidly informed, but my own
files are beautifully organized. The professional association to which I belong has de-
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veloped a very detailed classification scheme
of the broad subject field in which it actively
publishes. Each paper that it sends me now
carries its own classification number, which
I use for my own filing purposes. N o more
revisions of my own crude system and no
more sending for reprints in order to maintain a compact, active file are necessary. This
practice of individually classified papers is
not unique, but there's more to it than that!
Before the new dispensation, my association l-)ublished 20 separate journals, including several translated from the Russian. All
were naturally in my field, but none was devoted solely to my individual specialty. An
article of immediate interest to me might
appear in almost any of the 2 0 journals. I
spent a great deal of time, consequently,
just making sure that I missed nothing of
value, and the subscription costs were high.
When the classification system was worked
out and publishing began on the single paper
unit instead of monthly or quarterly periodical issues, another innovation was introduced.
Each member now identifies and registers
those classification numbers for the subjects
in which he is primarily interested. I gave,
for example, a standing order to receive all
articles classified in a specific, limited area.
These come to me automatically as soon as
they are printed. I am charged on a per page
basis. This is considerably cheaper for me,
but the big savings come in the maintenance
and use of my own files.
The association, in addition, sends me a
monthly information bulletin listing all
papers recently issued in every classification
area, in case I have missed some peripheral
article of value. This bulletin also includes
news items and-you guessed it-advertising. If I do wish a particular paper that has
not come to me automatically, I may either
place a special order (the order form is a
perforated page in the bulletin) or consult
the comprehensive master set of papers in

the new compactly organized, onestory library.
The association, naturally, also maintains
a master set and keeps a close eye on the
growth of materials in various areas of the
classification schedule. There are occasional
instructions circulated when the volume of
certain materials warrants binding. The pressure on my files is relieved periodically by
binding and shelving the papers accumulated
over a period of several years. Title pages,
tables-of-contents and indexes are supplied
by the association.
Reference citations are now somewhat
changed in format. Authors and titles are
still given, but instead of a journal title, the
classification number and year of publication
are indicated. Since papers are filed alphabetically by author within any classification
number, the year is necessary only to determine the location of a paper that has been
bound in an appropriate volume and is no
longer in the current files.
Several commercial publishers, whose
journals are closely related in subject matter
to those of my association, have expressed
interest in cooperation. Two possible alternatives are being discussed at the present time.
The association could act as an agent for
those publishers who wish to join the new

plan. By receiving preprints of payers, it
could classify and distribute them for the
publishers and include them in its indexes.
The standing order of any member could, if
he wished, be enlarged to include these additional materials.
A few publishers whose journals corer
two fields or more feel that other professional associations, whose membership represents another but related, subject interest,
should join this project also. An over-all
committee could be formed to coordinate
classification policies, route incoming papers
to the appropriate association for distribution
and generally supervise the whole operation.
I even foresee the time. . . .
But my reyerie has ended. There's a library user who insists on checking out a particular bound journal that should not circulate under any circumstance. Why didn't he
send for a reprint of the article when it was
first published? Perhaps I can talk him into
buying a photocopy. . . .
AUTHOR'SNOTE: For an excellent review and
bibliography covering this subject, with a conclusion favoring the traditional form of journal
publication, the author recommends: PHELPS.
Ralph H. and HERLIN,
John P. Alternatives to
the Scientific Periodical. C'me.rco Bulirtiiz for. Libr.'wies. vol. 14, March-April 1960, p. 61-74.

Developments in Photoreproduction
LORETTA J. KIERSKY, Librarian
Air Reduction Company, Inc., Murray Hill, N e w Jersey
Chairman, Photographic Reproduction Committee

T

machines, supplies and services essential
to preparation and processing of data.
Not much new equipment was shown, but
some of the applications were interesting.
One item exhibited was the production
model of a photocopy machine that operates on the electrostatic process developed by Radio Corporation of America.
T h e machine named "Electro-Stat" is to be
produced by Apeco (American Photocopy
Equipment Co.) at a rental price of less
than $40 a month. Unlike other copying
processes, the electrostatic process is a
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HE 1960 NATIONAL
Business Show
held at the New York Coliseum, October 24-28, was a "show within a show."
Systems management was the "heart of
the matter." One central exhibit was called
the CompuCenter. Here data-processing
"hardware" was displayed by six computer manufacturers: Bendix Corporation,
Control Data Corporation, Monroe Calculating Machines Corporation, Philco
Corporation, Friden, Inc., and Remington
Rand, Univac Division. Surrounding the
CompuCenter were exhibits of the basic

direct image transfer process. Single or
multiple copies may be obtained. A lens
and mirror system permits the machine to
enlarge or reduce copy. T h e original is
placed face down on a scanning plate.
Marks on the original are recorded onto
a n electrostatically charged drum by means
of a black ink powder. T h e drum transfers
the powder image to a sheet of plain
paper. T h e powder is then fused to the
paper by a heat fusing unit.
T h e electrostatic process seems to have
captured the interest of a number of companies. License arrangements have been
made by them with RCA for its use in
manufacturing desk copying machines.
T h e cost of these machines is expected to
be between $500-$600.
N o t demonstrated at the show, but
among other new items, is a diazo copier
manufactured by Copymation, Inc., Chicago, Illinois. Two models of the "Dart"
are a\-ailable: one 13-inch model at $555,
and another 18-inch model at $595. They
copy opaque or two-sided originals
through use of secondary film. T h e cost
of a copy is about one cent.
Recordak 310 is a new portable microfilm reader for viewing l 6 m m microfilm
on a 9 x 12 inch screen. Reduction ratios
are available at 20:1, 24:1, 32.1 or 4 0 : l .
The price is $365. It was introduced by
Recordak Corporation, New York, as a
companion reader to its portable Recordak
Microfilmer. This latter machine was introduced last year. It weighs about 25
pounds and sells for $845.
A prototype Microcard step-and-repeat
camera has been developed by the Microcard Foundation, Washington, D. C. T h e
machine was displayed at the Special Libraries Association Convention in Cleveland last June. This camera was designed
for use by individual libraries and other
agencies and can be operated easily by an
unskilled operator. It has a fixed reduction
ratio and a fixed format. 3 x 5 inch negatives, giving 48 pages of microtext, are
obtained after the images have been filmed
in sequence in units of 24 frames each.
These units are then cut apart to produce
a 3 x 5 inch microfilm negative. A package
DECEMBER 1960

offer is made with the camera for processing and card printing so that the finished
micro-opaque cards (Microcards) can be
obtained from the negatives. Price for the
camera had not yet been determined.
New uses for the Thermo-Fax copying
machine have been announced by Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company.
One use is to preserve documents by laminating clear plastic onto them by means
of heat. T h e other is the making of plastic
transparencies of printed matter for projection on a screen in normal room light.
T h e company claims this method is 50 per
cent cheaper and faster than similar methods. A new paper for use in Thermo-Fax
machines was demonstrated at the Business Show by Interchemical Corporation.
White as well as colored papers are available. The paper is made of 100 per cent
rag stock. T h e company claims it will produce permanent copy, and it is sold for
10 per cent less than similar paper.
A method in use by one library for
producing a table-of-contents bulletin
employs a copying machine, an exposure
frame with two 500 watt sun lamps and
an offset press. T r a n s l ~ ~ c e nmasters
t
are
made from the originals on the copying
machine. This master is then placed in the
exposure frame with a positive sensitive
paper offset plate in order to burn the
imagc into the plate. T h e offset master
plate is then ready for use on the offset
press. The wanted number of copies is
quickly produced. T h e approximate cost
of the copying machine is $440; the exposure frame is $190; the offset press is
$2,220. Additional accessories are a stapling
machine and a six-tray Thomas collator. The
approximate cost of the collator is $149.
Collection on Automatic Merchandising

During its annual convention the National
Automatic Merchandising Association announced that it will establish and support
a library of books and trade journals dealing with automatic merchandising. The
collection will be housed at the new Pius
XI1 Memorial Library at St. Louis University, St. Louis, Missouri.

Catalog Time Saver

The patience of an engineer is often quite
short when he is searching a catalog. H e becomes discouraged in the face of a long
repetitious row of cards with insuficient aids
to-help him. He has no idea how many cards
he must check before the job is finished or
before he will exhaust the particular subject
section he is examining. He often becomes
tired and quits. H e may come to the librarian
for assistance or, as frequently happens, return to his office mumbling under his breath
something about how bar> it is to use the
library.
On the other hand, if he knew exactly
how far he had to go in the catalog, he would
be much more likely to stick to the job. W e
have found a very successful way of eliminating a large amount of user frustration
through the liberal use of dividers plus STOP
cards. The diriders indicate where to begin
a search, and the STOP cards indicate how far
one must go to finish it.
The BatteIIe library uses a divided catalog
-author-title and subject. The ease of using
a card catalog organized with STOP cards is
shown in therllu&ation. In the subject catalog tray on the left, one can tell at a glance
exactly where the material on "Creep of
Aluminum" is to be found, and the center
STOP behind "Creep" tells you exactly where
the information stops. The "electrical properties of aluminum" can be found with equal
ease, since this would be somewhere between
the STOP for "Creep" and the guide card for
"Founding."
STOP cards are used only where they will
contribute to clarity and ease of use. For
example, there are no subject entries between
"Alloys" and "Analysis" so it is unnecessary
to use a STOP card for "Alloys."
In the author-title catalog STOP cards are
used for the section on "Ohio." Thev are
used only where they will contribute to
the ease of using the catalog. Such words as
"Official," "Oil" and "Operating" are only
p i d e s and not entities. The same is true
with "Oklahoma" and "Ontario," since these
words appeared in the catalog as first words

in a title, not as corporate authors. STOP
cards follow an author's name only when he
is a prolific writer and there are a number of
cards devoted to his work.

Dividers and STOP cards used in the subject
card catalog (left) and the author-title card
catalog (right).

The cost of STOP cards will vary, depending upon the size of the catalog and the
number of cards required. They cost us approximately $7 per hundred. Measured in
terms of user convenience, which is the really
important consideration, the cost has been
small. Our engineers and scientists enthusiastically endorsed this innovation, and their
use has resulted in considerable savings in
titne (and, hence, dollar savings) to engineers, the reference staff and the catalogers.
RALPHL. DARBYand
ROBERT
W. GIBSON,JR.
Battelle Memorial Institute
Columbus, Ohio
NATIONAL LIBRARY WEEK
April 16-22, 1961
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The Literature Searcher
FRANK J. ANDERSON, Former Director, The Submarine Library
Electric Boat Division, General Dynamics Corporation, Groton, Connecticut

to literature searching one
finds in Libravy Literature
and the PAIS Bulletin
interpret the term to
mean the mechanical or
electronic searching for
and retrieval of literature that has been
coded and stored in a machine. Before
these data are stored in a mechanical or
electronic device, or "brain," for future
retrieval, a human being makes a systematic and exhaustive search of the subject
literature to determine what is available.
This searched-out material is evaluated
(also by a human) to decide what to
store. Preliminary to its machine storage,
other humans then program and encode
this literature. The information may be
swiftly retrieved from a machine, yet
hours, weeks or months of searching and
intelligent evaluation of the literature
have preceded its storage.
What is a literature searcher? A literature searcher is not a librarian, a bibliographer, a subject specialist, an abstracter, a translater, a critic, an editor or
a writer. Howwer, a literature searcher
must be well grounded in the techniques
of all these professions or work categories.
Although not a librarian, a literature
searcher must be familiar with library procedures. H e must know libraries and how
to use them, since he will probably search
for the sources for literature within a library and a librarian probably will assist
in obtaining literature for examination.
A literature searcher is not a bibliographer, but he needs a firm knowledge of
bibliographic reference tools. In addition
he must have the ability to cite and describe the literature he has searched out in
accepted bibliographic forms.

T

HE REFERENCES

-

Since writing this article, Mr. Anderson has been
appointed University Ltbrarinn. K a n s ~ cW e s l r p n
L.niversity, Salina, Kansas.
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Not necessarily a subject specialist, the
literature searcher must have sufficient expertise and background in the subject area
of his interest, so he can conduct his
search intelligently.
Ability to discern and extract the salient
topics covered in a publication and then
to summarize them are prerequisites for
the literature searcher. Yet this abstracting
function is only one facet of the work.
For the literature searcher working in
the field of biological or physical sciences,
many pertinent publications will be missed
or avoided, unless he has at least a working knowledge of the two essential languages, French and German. Ability to
read and translate Russian is becoming
increasingly important. However, the principal function of a literature searcher is not
translation.
In order to conduct a literature search
and produce a paper with an annotated
bibliography of value to a researcher, the
literature searcher also acts as a critic.
Publications must be examined and an
opinion given as to their worth so that
the researcher does not get bogged down
in trivia or waste time perusing material
not pertinent to his study.
Once a search has been finished, writing
and editorial skills come into play. The
sheaf of papers or box of file cards, which
at this stage will be the result of the literature searcher's efforts, must be arranged
in some logical order, and a preface written that will communicate the scope, depth
and avowed purpose of the search.
The final bibliography, which is the end
result of a literature search, must be arranged, verified, checked, rechecked and
edited. A knowledge of typography and
graphic arts may also be helpful for designing and laying out the presentation.
So, what is a literature searcher? It
would seem that a literature searcher must
be a versatile person, whose abilities syn557

thesize the talents of a number of distinct
professions. T h e relatively new profession
of literature searching has arisen out of a
distinct need in technical and research libraries for a specialist t o function somewhere in between the areas of competence
of the reference librarian and the research
worker. Reference librarians have become
overburdened with the demands of researchers for exhaustive, annotated, subject bibliographies. O n the other hand, researchers have spent too much of their
time ferreting out materials pertaining to
their work, which has prevented them

from focusing full attention on discovery,
invention and development. Hence, the
literature searcher has been introduced to
fill the hiatus between reference librarian
and researcher. H e takes u p where the
reference librarian is forced to leave off,
yet stops short of intruding into the areas
of basic o r applied research.
In the pursuit of scientific research,
work done by the reference librarian, the
literature searcher and the researcher may
sometimes overlap; their efforts are still
separate and discrete, however, and each
has a valid individual function.

National Library Week Plans Developing
ticipating in the campaign for a "betterread, better-informed America," which is
being sponsored by the National Book Committee, Inc. in cooperation with the Ameria n Library Association.
Members of SLA will find of particular
interest and usefulness the "People in Industry" kit of promotional materials, which
is now being developed by National Library
Week Headquarters and will be a1ailable
later this year. The theme and poster design
(shown above) will be carried out in a variety of promotion aids, which may be ordered from National Library Week, P. 0.
Box 365, Midtown Station, New York
18, New York :

Americans of all ages, in well over 5,000
communities in all 50 states, will be alerted
to the importance of reading and urged to
use libraries of all kinds during the fourth
annual celebration of National Library Week,
to be observed April 16-22, 1961.
Keyed to the theme, "For a richer, fuller
life-Read!"
the Week in 1961 will seek to
expand activity in every phase of the program. Special effort will be made to develop
increased participation by corporations and
people in industry.
Special Libraries Association is one of the
more than 50 national organizations par558

Poster, 61-A, 17 x 22
$ .30
Counter Card, 61-B, 8 x 10
.35
.20
Streamer, 61-C, 8 x 25
.10
Table Tent, 61-D, 3 x 4
1.50
Bookmarks, 61-E, 2 x 6 % per 500
per1000
3.00
per 500
5.00
Pocket Calendar, 61-F
per 1000 10.00
Mobile, 61-G
1.25
Ad Mat, 61-H
.5 0
Organization Handbook, 61-1
.35
Facts in Brief, 61-J
per 1000 20.00
There are lower rates for quantity orders,
and no order under $4 will be accepted. All
orders m u s f be recezz.ed by iMnrch 3 1 , 1961.
Send yours in today!
EDWARD
G. STRABLE,SLA Representative
National Library Week
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

News From SLA Headquarters
Circulation Study Extended to
Include Special Libraries

In July of this year, the Council on Library Resources, Inc. granted funds for a
complete study of library circulation methods
(see Specid Libr,zr.ie.r, September 1960,
p. 404). This study is being conducted by
George Fry & Associates, a Chicago management consultant firm, under the supervision
of the ALA Library Technology Project and
an Advisory Committee.
O n October 26, 22 special librarians attended a meeting at the Park-Sheraton Hotel
in New York City to hear and offer their
opinions on a report of the findings of the
study to that date. They pointed out that
special libraries have more objectives in ciriulation control than do public libraries. Unlike public libraries, for instance, most special libraries need to know where all items
;:re at all times, maintain borrowers' records
and make transactions for absentee borrowers. Furthermore an important characteristic
of special libraries' circulation is the routing
of periodicals, and this creates unique problems. Since these aspects of circulation had
not been covered in the report, the special
librarians unanimously recommended that
the study be extended to investigate in
greater depth the circulation methods and
problems of special libraries.
Acting on this recommendation, William
J. Biehl, chairman of George Fry & Associates, asked the Council "to extend the Circulation Control Study to a small but representative sample of special libraries of several
types and sizes in which there are several
variable factors . . . which greatly influence
the types of circulation systems that can be
applied to their particular operations. Their
problems will be analyzed from the point of
view of uncovering areas for possible improvement and standardization and, where
indicated . . . the application of new concepts and techniques."
T h e Council on Library Resources has accepted this proposal and has authorized an
extension of the study as outlined above.
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Special librarians who are interested are
urged to contact Forrest F. Carhart, Chairman of the Advisory Committee and Assistant Director for the Library Technology Project, at ALA Headquarters in Chicago.
Membership Directory

The 1960 SLA Dir,ector.y of A4eniber:r has
just been published and is available to members for $2 and to nonmembers for $5 (the
name of the member should be given when
requesting the special price). T h e Dir.ectoq
lists alphabetically the names and addresses
of the 5,321 individual and 108 Sustaining members of the Association as of October 21, 1960. All entries have been taken
directly from the Addressograph plates maintained at Association Headquarters and include a code indicating the member's Chapter, Division and Section affiliations and class
of membership. The code is given in full
and explained at the front of the book. All
Association officers for 1960-1961 (Executive Board, Chapter Presidents, Division and
Section Chairmen, Committee Chairmen and
Association Representatives) are given, and
the names of the organizations that are supporting the Association as Sustaining members are listed at the front as well as in the
body of the directory, where the name of
the representative is included. The 204 page
director.^ is 6 by 9 inches in size, has a sewn
binding in stiff paper covers and replaces the
last Dir.ectoq published four years ago. I n
the future it is hoped that the Association can
publish membership directories on a more
regular basis, perhaps every two years.
1961 Dues Due

Invoices for the payment of 1961 membership dues have been mailed to all members.
A new feature of these invoices is the space
given for a member's business address in case
he uses his home address to receive mail. It
will be very useful for Association Headquarters to know the business affiliations of
its members, and everyone is urged to furnish
this data as well as to fill out the rest of the

form accurately and completely and return it
promptly with the appropriate 1961 dues.
Presidential Visits
During the fall and early winter President
Winifred Sewell has, or will, visit the following Chapters:
October 8-Pasadena (Joint meeting of the
Southern California, San Diego and
San Francisco Bay Area Chapters)
October 9, 10-San Diego
October 11, 12-Southern California
October 13, 14-San Francisco Bay Area
October 19, 20-Puget Sound
October 28, 29-Colorado
November 15-Philadelphia Council
January 12-Washington, D. C.
January 19-Connecticut Valley
President Sewell's spring visits will be announced in a later issue.
Exhibits
In addition to the SLA Booth manned by
Metals Division members at the National
Metals Congress (pictured elsewhere in this
issue), the Association exhibited its publications and services at the American Documentation Institute meeting held in Berkeley,
California, October 24-25. Marie Koutecky,
President, and members of the San Francisco
Chapter were in charge of this successful display which featured the Technical Book Reziezt' I d e x and SLA Loan Collection of
Classification Schemes and Subject Heading
Lists exhibits as well as appropriate books,
journals and give-away materials.
Any group or individual wishing to present the special library story to other professional organizations, at career days, or in
library or window displays is reminded that
the Association Headquarters maintains a
collection of photographs, reprints, brochures, signs, publications and other pertinent items, which may be borrowed upon
request to the Public Relations Director.
New Staff Appointment
June Rephan, a graduate of Goucher College who has been with the Research Institute of America for the past four years, has
been appointed Publications and Public Relations Assistant.

SPOTTED
I

I

The September 1960 "Fortune" featured
an article entitled "How to Cope with Information" (p. 162-7, ff), in which the author. Francis Belloe. describes the chief
cha;acteristics of information retrieval systems. Although written primarily for the
businessman, one paragraph is especially
provocative for special librarians: "Throughout its fifteen-year history, I.R. has attracted
two general types of enthusiasts, those interested in building machines, and those
interested primarily in theory. Both these
groups have had to contend with the hostility of librarians conventionally trained in
their art. The librarians have either claimed
that 'Library Science' already had the job
well in hand, or else they have dismissed the
goal of the innovators as a hopeless one.
There is something to be said for both
"Electrical Engineering"
views. . . ."
also devoted part of its September 1960
issue to a discussion of data-processing
equipment in the information area in "lnformation Storage and Retrieval-Dogs, Cats
and Indexing" by A. F. Glimn and R. D.
Greenway. They predict: "From the viewpoint of equipment and techniques, it will,
within a few years, be perfectly feasible to
carry extremely large libraries of information in on-line digital computer storage.
Physical storage and handling of books and
documents in such a library will rarely occur. Automatic page readers; automatic information indexing by the computer; cheap,
bulk, random-access memory; high-speed
electronic printing-all these will be available in less than 5 years." 0 John
Hersey, in his latest satirical work "The Child
Buyer" (Knopf), makes some harsh comments
on those who seek to control the book-buying and lending ~oliciesof public libraries.
Testifying before a hypothetical Committee
on Education, Welfare and Public Morality,
Elizabeth Cloud, Chief Librarian of the
Pequot Free Library, defends her encouragement of the natural science interests of a
child prodigy by declaring: "Senator, if you
call 'Transactions of the American Gynecological Society' smut, then you've set some
kind of record in bibliographic classification.
And the basic works by Curtis, Wharton,
Novak-they're about as smutty as the Rosetta stone. And about as easy to read."
SPECIAL LIBRARIES
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Metals Division Fall Meeting
H E ELEVENTH ANNUAL Fall Meeting of
the Metals Division of SLA was held
in conjunction with the 42nd National Metal
Exposition and Congress, October 20-22, at
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The program
was held in the John Bartram Hotel. Thursday morning, October 20, the members of
the Division visited the Metal Show where
the Special Libraries Association Booth exhibited publications in the field of metallurgy and related reference materials. Bibliographies for distribution to Metal Show
visitors were one of the mast popular features of the exhibit, as always. The Square
D Company, Union Carbide Metals Company, International Nickel Company, Haynes
Stellite Company, Minneapolis-Honeywell
Regulator Company, Acme Steel Company
and Lockheed Missiles & Space Division,
Technical Information Center contributed
excellent bibliographies written by their librarians.*
Speaking at the Thursday afternoon session entitled Joining of Met& were: Messrs.
D. C. Herrschaft, Handy and Harman on
"Silver Brazing-When
and How;" I. D.
Holster,? Application Engineer, Air Reduction Sales Company on "Basic Fundamentals
of the Aircomatic Inert Gas Shielded Con-

T

"

These bibliographies are being distributed by
the Metals Division Bibliography Committee and
are available from Martha J. Bailey. Speedway
Laboratories Library, Linde Company, 1500 Palco
Street, Indianapolis 24, Indiana.
+Copies of these papers are available from SLA
Headquarters as long as the supply lasts.
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sumable Electrode Process;" and Harold S.
Davis,' Process Engineer, Air Reduction
Sales Company on "Inert Gas Tungsten
Welding in Aircraft, Missiles and Industry."
Dinner that evening was a joint meeting
with the Philadelphia Special Libraries Council in the Engineers' Club. The guest speaker,
Dr. Norman Brown, Professor of Metallurgy at the University of Pennsylvania, gave
an interesting report on the materials science
program of the Advanced Research Projects
Agency of the Department of Defense.
Friday and Saturday were all-day sessions
at which more than 40 Metals Division
members and some ASM members participated in a metallurgy course given by the
Metals Engineering Institute under the direction of Dr. Anton deS. Brasunas, Director
of MEI. The first day was a review of fundamental concepts of metallurgy, the second
a survey of advancing frontiers in metallurgy.
Participants received outlines and summaries
of the course as well as bibliographies to
supplement the notes they took. Questions
and discussions were very helpful. Lecturers
were: Dr. Anton Brasunas, Lewis W. Berger,
ME1 Training Supervisor, John Parina, editor
of ASM Technical books, Dr. Allen G. Gray,
Editor, iMetds P~ogvess, Ted C. DuMond,
Manager, National Metal Congresses and
E. E. Thum, Editor-in-Chief, Metals Pvogi.e.ss. Members of the Metals Division were
delighted to relax with Francis L. LaQue
(Vice-president and Manager, Development
and Research Division, International Nickel
Co., Inc.) at luncheon on Friday and hear
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his whimsical, but perceptive speech on
"The Care and Feeding of Librarians." Mrs.
Margaret Fuller, Librarian of American Iron
and Steel Institute and former SLA President, presided at the luncheon.
The Fall Meeting attracted a number of
new members and the response to the metallurgy course was encouraging.
DOROTHEA
M. RICE,Lib~.ai.icln
American Metal Climax, Inc., New York

Coming Events

Accommodations for observers will be available at the IFLA-sponsored INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE
ON CATALOGING
PRINCIPLES,
which will take place in Paris in October
1961. Further information may be had by
writing the Executive Secretary of the Organizing Committee, A. H. Chaplin, c/o
The National Central Library, Malet Place,
London, W.C.1, England.

Nominating Committee Report 1960-1961
The Nominating Committee presents to the Executive Board the following candidates for office. all
of whom have accepted the nomination:
President
E U G E N EB. JACKSON
Research Laboratories
General Motors Corporation
Warren, Michigan
First Vice-president and President-Elect
DOROTHYA. THOMPSON
ETHELS. KLAHRE
Ontario College of Education
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland
University of Toronto
Cleveland, Ohio
Toronto, Ontario
Second Vice-president
FLORINE S. OLTMAN
Bibliographic Assistance Branch
Air University Library
Maxwell AFB. Alabama

MRS.ALICEP. HOOK
Historical & Philosophical Society
of Ohio
Cincinnati. Ohio
Directors (Three Years)
(Elect One)

EDWARD
G. STRABLE

GERRITE. FIELSTRA
New York Public Library
New York, New York

J. Walter Thompson Company

Chicago, Illinois
(Elect One)

D U A N ER. DAY
Campbell-Mithum, Inc.
Minneapolis, Minnesota

PAUL\Xr. RILEY
College of Business Administration
Boston College
Boston, Massachusetts

HICKOK,THOMASV A N CAMPH U L L .
Respectfully bubmitted: BEVERLY
MRS.J I M M I EMcC. MCWHORTER,
GRIEGASPNES,ALBERTAL BROWN,Chaj~m,l)i
Members continuing to serve on the Executive Board for 1961-1962 will be Immediate PastFrcsident WINIFREDSEWELL;Secretary, MRS. J E A N N EB. NORTH;Trea:urer. OLIVEE. K E N N E D Y ;
and MRS. ELIZABETH
R. USHER.
and Directors SARAAULL,LORRAINE
CIBOCH,W . ROY HOLLEMAN
Further nominations may be made upon written petition of ten voting menlbers in good standing.
Such petitions, accompanied by written acceptance of the nominees, must be filed with the Executive
Secretary of Special Libraries Association at Association Headquarters not later than three months
prior to the Annual Meeting.
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Standards and Surveys Supported by
New Grants

The American Library Association has received three more grants from the Council
on Library Resources, Inc.
$100,000 was awarded to the American
Association of School Librarians to promote higher standards for school libraries
by the implementation of the new S t m d a r d s
for. School Librarj' Pvo~i.nms (ALA, 1960,
1 3 2 p.) at local, regional and national
levels. The AASL plans a vigorous program to promote the knowledge and understanding of the standards among school
administrators, state educational officers,
school board members, teachers, lay
groups such as PTA's and the library profession itself. T h e grant will enable AASL
to staff the project, provide the necessary
materials and research, carry out field activities and support conferences and workshops.
$7,000 was appropriated for a survey of
the accomplishments of the Library Technology Project by Sidney Hollander Associates of Baltimore.
The third grant of $1,175 is for a survey
of the Southwest Missouri Library Service
in Bolivar, Missouri. This is a cooperative
that has pioneered in the collective processing of new acquisitions by member libraries, and the study will be conducted
by Mrs. Frances Dukes Carhart of the Des
Moines, Iowa, Public Library.
Limitations on ALA Cataloging Rules

T h e Cataloging and Classification Section
of ALA's Resources and Technical Services Division has decided that its forthcoming code of cataloging rules shall be
limited to books and book-like materials
so that the code may be published by 1964.
The Catalog Code Revision Steering Committee announced that "Because of the
pressing need for producing a code for
general use in limited time, the scope of
the proposed publication will be restricted
to rules of entry and description of books
and book-like materials, excluding any
DECEMBER 1960

special rules for manuscripts, music, phonograph records, maps, newspapers and
other non-book materials." The resignation of Seymour Lubetzky as editor (he
has left the Library of Congress to be a
professor at the new library school of the
University of California at Los Angeles),
conflict over the concept of the function
of the main entry and need for a welldefined code concept to present to the
October 1961 International Conference on
Cataloging Principles have necessitated
this limitation of the scope of the code.
Planning Librarians Organize

The Council of Planning Librarians was
formally organized in October in Philadelphia at a meeting held in conjunction with
the American Institute of Planners. It is an
outgrowth of the ad hoc Committee of
Planning Libraries and was formed to assist
members serve their clienteles. Mrs. Mary
Vance, Librarian, Department of City Planning and Landscape Architecture, University
of Illinois, Urbana, is President of the new
group Current projects include preparation
of a manual on the operation of libraries in
public planning agencies, compilation of a
list of subject headings in the field of planning and the continued distribution of Exrhringe Bib1iogrzlphie.r. Yearly dues are $5
for individuals and $20 for institutions, the
latter including a subscription to the Exchcrrzge Bibliogrzlpbies. Membership is open
to all who are interested, and applications
dnd dues should be sent to the Treasurer,
Dorothy E. Whitman, Executive Secretary,
Bureau of Urban Research, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey.
Municipal Documents Exchange Program

The Municipal Reference Libraries Committee of SLA's Social Science Division
has set up a municipal documents exchange program which enables participants in the major cities of the United
States to exchange annual reports, special
studies and statistical information. Each
municipal reference library in the cooper563

ating cities automatically receives municipal reports and information from the
others upon publication. T h e participating
libraries are in Baltimore, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit. Honolulu, Los
Angeles, Milwaukee, N e w York City,
Philadelphia, Sacramento, St. Louis, San
Diego, Seattle and Toledo. This exchange
program is an experiment and will bc tried
for one year. If it is found workable, it
will be expanded, and other major city
and public administration libraries will be
asked t o take part.
Georgia Dogwood Awards

Each biennium the Georgia Chapter honors
someone who has not been serving on its
Executive Board but has been of outstanding
service to the Chapter during the past two
years. Because of the difficulty of singling
out one individual, this year the Chapter
presented two Dogwood Awards. For her
work as editor of SLA's successful publicaa12d T1.m t1cttion.r : Sewires
tion, T~.aizsln/or~.r
dud Solrrres, Frances E . Kaiser received a
Dogwood Award for a second time (the 1956
Award was in recognition of her efforts as
Chapter Membership Chairman). Agnes
Reagan was honored for her leadership in
directing the Chapter's Recruitment Research
Project, which was summarized in "Recruiting Librarians with Advanced Training in
Specialized Fields" in the July-August 1960
S p e c i d Lihlzri~ir~.
The Awards were made on
October 14, 1960, at a luncheon meeting in
Asheville, North Carolina, during a special
libraries meeting held in conjunction with
the Southeastern Library Association.
Communication Societies Merge

More than 3,000 members of the former
Society of Technical Writers and Editors and
th2 Technical Publishing Society merged on
July 1, 1960 to form the Society of Technical
Writers and Publishers ( S T W P ) . T h e organization has more than 40 chapters in the
United States and Canada and includes in its
membership many special librarians who are
concerned with technical writing, editing and
publishing. Those interested in learning more
about the Society and its publications should
write its national business office: P. 0 . Box

3706, Beechwold
Ohio.

Station, Columbus 14,

Members in the News
JOHN

M. HETRICK,Chief of the Technical

Information Division at the Air Force Research Division, Washington, D . C., has
been honored with a Federal Civil Service
award for "twenty years of faithful service."
EUGENEB. JACKSON,SLA's President-Elect
and Librarian of General Motors' Research
Laboratories, has been elected Deputy Chairman of the A G A R D Documentation Committee. H e will take office as Chairman of
the group in Oslo in July 1961.
FLORINE OLTMAN, Chief of the Bibliographic Assistance Branch of the Air University Library, Maxwell Air Force Base,
Alabama, has been invited by the Venezuelan
government to assist in organizing the library
of the Venezuelan Air Force's Escuela Superior.
In Memoriam

MILDREDO E L K E librarian
,
for many years at
the Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio, died of cancer on October 12.
She was a member of the Cincinnati Chapter.
Papers on the International Exchange of
Publications in Europe
Twelve papen were presented at the Conference
on the International Exchange of Publications in
Europe. held in Budapest. September 13-19. 1960.
Mimeographed copies have been received by Association Headquarters and are available on loan
to anyone interested in the problems of intemntional exchange.
Letters to the Editor
I have just finished reading the September Convention issue. I was especially interested in the report of the Executive Secretary concerning m t m pership.
T h e reason for this interest is because I was o u e
of the I8 who were rtfused membership because
of insufficient applicable experience. although I
was told at the time that I would be eligible this
corning yrar.
I must admit that at first I was very angry. After
all. if my employers thought 1 was qualified to
hold this position, what business did SLA have
to reject my qualifications.
However, after I had my lrish temper under
control, I stopped to think. I realized that I would
never have been able to organize this library properly without SLA. This is the truth! I know be-
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cause in the beginning I purchased orpnizational
material from many sources, includ~ngour larger
technical societies. None of these sources was able
to give me anywhere the practical assistance offered by your group. and yet many of them have
specid committees just for the purpose of achie\-ing better information dissemination.
T h e only possible objection to the prcsent standards is the one that they eliminate from SLA the
\ t r y people who most need its services and assistance. THIS IS NOT TRUE, at least in the Boston
arra. Last year. for the sum of $2. I was sent the
Chapter bulletin and invited to and welcomed at
the Chapter meetings. In addition, the ScienccTechnology Division held a series of lectures for
people like myself (last spring). It was oversubscribed. and it is being held again this fall.
Fur these reasons I say-Maintain
your standards of admission! All the other major professional societies have standards of a comparable
type, and yet they cannot begin to cope with curlent information problems as well as SLA.
LORETTA
M. SHIELDS
Technical Librarian
Federal Pacific Research Center
Noruwod, Massachusetts
There was one unresolved discussion at the
Cleveland Convention in June that I would like
to pursue further with your readers. This was n
discussion of the terms "scanning" and "retrieval." It came u p at a "did-you-know" type of
discucsion of new reference tools u ~ h e nthe new
Cbrmlr-.il 'I'i/ler was mentioned.
"This could be used as a scanning tool." was
the quote I remember just before they passed the
cocktails. or was it just before that fellow commlttet member of three years ago joined the
g r o u p ? Whatever it was, the group never .cot
back to the subject.
So, rather than waiting for next year in Ssn
Francirco. may 1 say that my definition of scanning
would refer to a tool that arranges material in
broad categories to bring the reader a review of
'1 subject area. It permits scanning the literature
on the broad subject of immunization but m,Ijnot pinpoint a specific article on live polio vaci ine.
T h e types of rcmning tools available to scientists and librarians dealing with chemistry and
m e d i ~ i n eare:
1 . T h e tables of contc-nts of individual journals;

r.

T h c collected tables of contents by areas ( C M ?en/ C O I I / ~s)I L:?
i. The broad subject classification arrangement
( C z i ~ r t n tChe7nicd Papew and current issues c ~ f
Chrmir,il A b i t f r i r i ~ . C h r m i ~ r h e %r~/tr~rlhlrr//
and
liiological Ah.rtf.rtc/r).
On the other hand, a retrieval tool is n tool
prepared to assist the reader in the search for a
very specific subject. T h e types of ,.rrfir~.iritools
available today are:
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1. T h e alphabetical subject index for

medicine
( I n d r x Medict~.r,and the index volumes of C'hevtand Bloirirl Abstr,rr/s, C h e ~ ~ ~ i s cZeict~~itihln/t
he
l o ~ i c ~ Ab.itr~rr.i)
rl
;
2 . T h e title by key word index for chemi5try
(Chevticiil Ti~1s.r):
3. The empirical formula index for themistry
(Iudex Chen~icits).
This brief classification of tools by scanning
and retrieval points up the areas of weakness in
our literature coverage. Recent changes in Ilfonrhlp
LII/ of Rtlssiurt Arressionr and the changeover
from Current Lilt of Medrritl Literatuvr to Itidex
Mrdictu have reduced our field of scanning tools.
Chtmicol Titles and Index Chrnzicur are new1961 and 1960 ropectively. Does this mean that
we have to lose one tool to gain another? Is
there a preference for retrieval tools among l i brarians and onc for scanning tools among scientists ?
J. ALAN MACWATT,Librarian
Lederle Laboratories, Pearl River, N . Y .
T h e Nonserial Publications Committee would
like commcnts from SLA members about the following:
D o you prefer that SLA publications of over
1 2 8 pages have hard covers and higher costs
or paper covers with lower costs!
I'lcase send your comments to me.
J E A N E. FLEGAL,
Chirirtmrn
Nonserial Publications Committee
Union Carbide Corporation
Business Library. Room 9-101
270 Park Avenue, New York 17, N . Y .
It would be much appreciated if you would call
to the attention of all SLA members the Advertising Division's publication IY'h~tt's h'eti in Adt e r t i ~ i nand
~ MrirR~~ting.W e need to get wide
publicity for it and we feel that many newer members, and perhaps others in diffcrent fields, are not
aware of our division project.
W'hai'.r h'rzc' lists media, advertising and
marketing publications, consumer surveys and bibliograph~es and announcements of new material
before they are released as well as reviews and
malyses of important books, surveys and publications in the advertising and marketing held. Complete trade information is given for each entry.
T h e subscription charge is only $ 3 . 5 0 to SLA
members.
Anyone who is interested in receiving a sample
or subscribing may write to Frances Ford. Vusiness
Manager, Fuller & Smith & Ross, Inc., 666 Fifth
Ave., New York 22. New York.
Almost any library has a business collection, regardless of its subject interest. I Y H A T ' S IVEll"
is the key t o better use of that collection and adilitims to it.
MRS. MARGARET
B. CLARK
Publicity Director, IY'h-it'r Nrzi

N e w Serials

N e w Format for "Mathematical Reviews"

CONTFNTS OF SPACE A N D PHYSICAL
a weekly listing of articles appearing
in a selected list of more than 425 primary journals, will begin publication in January 1961. T i tles in Russian, Japanese and other exotic languages will be translated into English, and about
50 per cent of the articles will be reported in advance of actual publication. Like similar Current
Contents editions, it will be published by the Institute for Scient~fic Information, 1122 Spring
Garden Street, Philadelphia 2 i , Pennsylvania.
Sample copies, prices and more information are
available from the publisher.
- -

FOLIKDATION
NEWS, the bulletin of T h e Foundation Library Center, 588 Fifth Avenue, New York
36. New York, began appearing bimonthly in
September 1960. It usually includes three types
of material: "think" pieces such as excerpts from
reports or speeches, general news about or of interest to foundations and reports of foundation
grants. Subscriptions are Si yearly and should be
sent to P. 0. Box 29, Long Island City 1, N e w
York. Editorial material should be mailed to the
Center itself.
JOURNALOF RADIATION
RESEARCHis the oficial
organ of the Japan Radiation Research Society in
Chiba. Japan. T h e annual volume sells for $10,
but a special $3.50 price is available t o individuals
engaged in research or teaching who apply to D r .
Kempo Ksuka~noto at the society's office. Subscriptions and distribution are being handled by
the Uchida Rokakuho Publishing House, 1-4
Odtnmacho, Nihombaski, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

The 1961 volume of il.l,rthrmLctitsd K e ~ i e l t ( , ~the
,
abstracting journal published by the American
Mathematical Society, 190 H o p e Street. Providence 6, Rhode Island, will be about 50 per cent
larger than previous ~ w l u m e s as it will contain
more than 11,000 reviews instead of approximately 8.000 reviews as in recent years. T h e suhscription price. however, will remain at $50 for
nonmembers nncl $16 for ~nembers. Hereafter
there will be 12 nlontlily numbers per volume. exclusive of the annual index. and each number
w111 consist of separately bound parts A (mostly
pure mathematics) m d B (mostly applied mathematics) with contrasting covers.

More Bibliographies from Military Librarians
T h e Military Librarians Division has issued six
new bibliographies in its series: T ~ ~ i i ~ p r n r . ~ ; r t z o ~ z
(h'o. 22, Ten Titles for Small Libraries;
22A,
Twenty-Five Titles for College or Public Libraries ;
No. 22U, O n e Hundred Titles for Large Public
or Academic Libraries) and Artroizuu~ics ( N o . 23,
Ten Titles for the Small Library; N o . 2iA.
Twenty-Five Titles for the College or Public Library; No. 23B. O n e Hundred Titles for thr
Large Public or Academic Library). All thesr
bibliographies are available without charge from
the Technical Assistant to the Director. Air University Library, Maxwell Air Force Base. Ala.

"New Serial Titles" Cumulation

T h e Joint Committee on the Union List of Serials
wishes to remind librarians that the 1960 ten-ye.~r
cumulation of h'eu, Serid Titles will be a n i n P H I L I P P I N EABSTRACTSis a quarterly classified
portant union list, one which will p r o v ~ d ecoverage of the serials that began publication in the
summary of the latest Philippine publications in
):ears from 1950 through 1960. It will also be ,I
the field of applied science (medical sciences, en.;upplement in advance to the forthcoming third
gineering. technology, agriculture, forestry, fishedition of the L'tzio~z Lirt o i S r r i d i . T h e ten-year
eries, domestic economy, business management,
cumulation will supersede all earlier annual volchemical industries, building and construction).
umes of N r u , Srri'rl Tjrlrr. Librarians should
A subscription outside the Philippines is 5 3 a
therefore take steps to acquire the ten-year cumulayear from the Division of Documentation, N a tional Institute o f Science and Technology, 272
tion if they wish to insure the completeness ~ > f
Herran Street, Manila. It is also available on an
their union list coverage of serial publications. The
exchange basis to research institutions, industrial
1960 ten-year curnulation m~ill be issued in 1961
agencies and publishers of scientific information.
, ~ n d is available with a ~ubscription to the 1960
issues of New Ser/.d Tifier. Librarians that have
POLYMERSCIENCEU.S.S.R. is the English transnot ordered their copies should get in touch with
laticrn of the Soviet journal V j l r o h n ? z o i e k ~ l ~ ~ r ~ ~ tthe
~ ) e Card Division, Library of Congresb, MashSoediueniia, which deals with the production,
ington 25, D. C.
processing and utilization of polymers. I n the
first issue, selected papers are translated in full
Discussion of Library Education
and the rest are summarized. Selling for 960
As one of a series of four colloquia delivereJ
yearly with single issues at $15, the journal is
on the occasion of the dedication of the Dresel
available from Pergamon Press, Inc., 122 East
Library Center on Founder's Day, December 8 ,
55th Street, New York 22. New York.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

1959, Drtxel In titute of Technology in P1iil.1delphia has published s ~ i ~ ' ~ 1~ .' r~ .L . ~ I T ~ Lil?r.:ij~,
C ~ I /
.iitd /hi Edui-diioii of S[wl-i.~iLihr.iri.iilr. Part I.
containing papers by John P. M c C o w ; ~ nand D r .
Burton W.. Adkinson. is .ln answer to some
qutstrons about sources of scientihc knowledge;
Part 11. with papers by John Carson Rather ; ~ n d
George S. Bonn, is concernrd with educating l i bmrian.; both to e>tablish and usr such sources.

SLA Authors

tirms and film librarits. names of librarians in
cliL1rge of interlibrary loan, brrakdown of library
expenditures, cross references to county scots.
separate list of school library agencies. selected
liat of ovcrseas librar~es in addition to U S . inf o r n i , ~ t ~ o Centers
n
and ;I revised and expanded
I ~ s tof library schools and training courses.
INFORMATIOK
PROCESSIKG.
Paris: Y n t x o ; hfunich: Oldenbourg; and London: Hutterworths
Scientific Publications. 1960. 600- p. $25. (Distributed in the U.S. by International Documents
Strvice, Columbia University Press.)
Full texts in English and French of the 61 papers presented at the International Scientific Conference on Information Processing called by
Ilnesco in 1959. Also cuntains summarits of each
paper in German. Span~sh, English and French
CIS well as summaries in English and French of the
65 lectures given at the specialized meetings.

CLAPP, VERNER W. T h e F ~ ~ t u r eL. i b ~ q R L Ioxrrr! .md Trrhnic,il Sei-1irr.1. vol. 4. no. 4 , Fill1
1960. p. 285-91.
D O N O H U E .MILDREDD . Evaluative Checklist of
the Literature of Neoplastic Diseases. B~cllrti~i
of
the Illrdic.11 Libt.'zrj A.iioi-i,rtioi~,vol. 48, no. i.
July 1960, p. 305-30.
D L I N K I N PAUL
.
S., ed. Cataloging-in-Source-A
Symposium; Reviews. Lihriii.~Re.rourct>riiird TechI N DOCUMENTAREA
STINTIFICA.
INTRODUCERE
uii..rI Srrlii-es. vol. 4. no. 4, Fall 1960, p. 269-84.
Aurel Avramescu and Virgil Candea. Bucharest:
Editura Academiei Republicii Populare Romint,
GARRISON.ROBERTW . Maximum Records Man1Y60. 520 p. illus. apply.
agement. T h e Amrriccrit A r c h i z i ~ t ,vo1. 23, no. 4.
October 1960. p. 415-7.
SURVEY01. LIBRARIES,
Pxrt I : Public Libraries.
H E N K L E .H E R M A NH. Man on the Moon. L~bt.,iq
1958. Ottawa: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, EdJ o u t ~ n d .vol. 85, no. 19. November 1, 1960. p.
ucation Division. 1960. 56 p. pap. charts. 95:.
3919-25.
(Catalogue no. 81-20>)
English and French text throughout.
LEGEAR.CLARAE.. comp. A Guide lo Hi.~toi.ii-.,I
Cxtographv, 2r.d ed. Washington: Map Division,
Reference Department. Library of Congress. 1960.
Bibliographic Tools
18 p. (Free to libraries and other institutions upon
ABSTRACTS
OF THESES.Cambridge. Mass.: Publittquest to the Publications Unit. Office of the
cations Ofice, Massachusetts Institute of TecliSecretary. )
nology, 1960. 288 p. 33.50.
h.iouNT, ELLIS and BEGG. BARBARA.Parametric
Abstracts of the 188 theses accepted to the
Devices and Masers: An Annotated Bibliography.
Doctor's degree at M.I.T. during the 1958-59 acaIRE Ttzii,r. ou i\.lirr.ozi,rr~t Theoi-j ,md T e ~ h i r i ~ u r ~ . demic year. Also lists titles of theses presented for
AITT-8I21, March 1960. p. 222-43.
Engineer's and Master's degrees during that year.
RISTOW.WALTERW . , conip. A Guide lo Hi.rtnr.iMicrofilms or photoprints of each completr thesis
c.il C ' L M O ~ I J ~ 2nd
~ J . ed. Washington: Map Divimay be ordered by reference to the list.
sion, Reference Department, Library of Congress.
B
~RL~~GRAPH~
CITATION,
CAL
2nd ed. Cyril C.
1960. 18 p. (Free to libraries and other instituB~i-r~iit.d.
London: James Clarke 8r Co.. 1960. 20
tions upon request to the Publications Unit. Office
p. pap. 2s 6d.
of the Secretary. )
BIBLIOGRAPHY
O K FILING, CLASSIFICATION
AND
ROBERTS,RONALDL. An Investor's Forum. L I INDEXINGSYSTEMSfor Engineering Offices and
h~.iryJournal, vol. 85. nu. 19, November 1. 1960,
L~braries(ESL Bibliography no. 1 4 ) . Engirreeti~rg
p. 3936-8.
Sorlrtir.r Libl-UT).X e w York: Library, 29 West
SHARP. HAROLDS. Engineering Library Costs.
39th St. n.d. 33 p. pap. $2.
hZ.irbiilr Drrigtz. October 27, 1960.
Part I devoted to general information. Part I1
to universal systems and Part 111 to special systems
RECENT REFERENCES
in general and systems for special subjectb. Subject index.
Librarianship
AMERICANLIBRARYDIRECTORY,22nd ed. New
York: R. R. Bowker Company, 1960. 1124 p.
S2S. (L.C. 21-3581)
New features include expanded coverage of
branch and regional library systems, information
on money allotted to states and territories under
the Library Services Act, libraries w ~ t h microfilming and microreading facilities, record collec-
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
O N INCOME A N D W E A L T H , vol.
VII: 1955-56. Phyllis Denwe. ed. Chicago: Quadrangle Books, Inc.. 119 West Lake Street, for International Association for Research In Income
and Wealth, 1960. 132 p. $6.25.
~ O O K M A N ' S G U I D E TO

AMERICANA,
2nd ed. 1.
Scarecr~m Press,

N m m m Heard. New York:
1960. 408 p. $9.50.

BOOKS I K PRINT. An Author-Title-Series Index
to the Publishers' Trade List Annual 1960. SJTJI)
L. P r ~ R k r n .ed. New York: R. R. Bowker. 1960.
2082 p. 317.50.

gr'~phically. Three indexes: trustees m d oificer~.
foundations alphabetically m d frrundations cl.lssihed by helds of interest.

G L ~ I DTO
E T t I E P R I N C I P ASOIJKCES
L
FOR A M F R I CAN CIVILIZATION,1800-1900, I N T H E CITY O F
N E W YORK: MANUSCRIPTS.
M1ri.!j 1. C . W I I ~ .dncl
II~
Arlhur If". T ~ ~ J I I I P INew
I J I IYork:
.
Columbia University Press. 1960. 504 p. S10. (L.C. 60-6935)
Arranged by subject and within subjects. c h ~ o n ologically or alphabetically depmilinp on nature
of material. Name index.

OF T H E

PL'BLlC LIBRARYSITF SELECTION(Exchange Bibliography No. 1 3 ) . M q V I I I Z C C
cump.
.
Oakland,
Calif.: Committee o f Planning L~brarians. 6318
Thornhill Drive, 1960. mimeo. $ 1 .
S M A L L IKDUSTKY:An International Annotated
Bibliography. Mrrli.i/i C r i t r ~ Alex.rrzdei - F i - / ~ / i c I ) i .
comp. Gltncor. Illinois: Free Press, for Industrial Development Cmter, Stanford Rrse;~rch Jnstitute, 1960. 248 p. S10.
Includes author index and directory of publishers.
SUBJECTGrllDE TO BOOKS I N P R I N T : An Index
to the Publishers' Trade List Annual 1960. S.II.LI/,
L. Pwkkeiz. ed. K e w York: R. R. Bowker, 1960
1680 p. 317.50.
Lrsts by main subject headings the books of
more than 1100 publishers. about 110 of whc)~ii
are new to this edition.
TITLESI N SERIFS:A Handbook for Librarians 2nd
Students, vol. 3: Books Published Prior to January 1960. Elwilorir A . B.ler. New York: Scarecrow Press, 1960. 496 p. S11. (L.C. 60.7270)
Second supplement to Titles Iii 5rrie.r. Includes
8,300 book titles, bringing total of three volumes
to over 33,000. This volume lists newly-credted
series. updates previously listed series and includes older series suggested by librarians. Extensive index.

Miscellaneous
CLASSIFICATION
SCHEMEOF A G R I C U L T U R A
SCIL
3rd rev. ed. Sigmu~zd 1.. Fr'rueudor-frr..
London: Crosby Lockwood & Son, 26 Old B r o ~ n p ton Road, S.W.7, 1960. 184 p. pap. $8.50.
Decimal principle is basic arrangement within
each main classification and geographical anit
analytical subdivision. Alphabetical indexes. All
material in French, English and German.
ENCE,

FOUXDATIONDIRECTORY.A I I ~ D.
I
lVnlt017 and
F. Emerson Alzdrru'r. eds. New York: Foundation Center Library. 505 Park Avenue, for Russell Sage Foundation, 1960. 862 p. tables. SlO.
(L.C. 60-13807)
T h e corporate name and address, name of donor
or donors, general purpose and activities, assets.
expenditures, grants for most recent available
year and names of officers and trustees of 5,202
foundations in the United States. Arranged g t o -

O F THI: Z N D AL-NI'I\I.CONFEKFLLF
PROCEBDISGS
K A T I O N A LFEDFRATION
OF SCIENCEA H STRACTING A N D I N D E X I K SERVICTS.
G
Dr. Sti'phaii
]i~h,ir:, ed. W'ashington, D. C.: The S.ltional
Federation of Science Abstr'rcting and Inilexing
Services, 301 E. C'lpitol St., 1959. 7-4 p. illus.
S3.50.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

POSITIONS OPEN
FLINT PI:BI.IC LIBRARY-two positions: Assi~tant
Art. Music and Drama D e p u t m e n t ; Head. Business and Industry Department. Beginning l i brarians enter dt SS,150. Beginning salary fllr
experienced librarians ranges up to 37,345 d t pending upon experience and background. Library
Science degree required. 4 weeks vacation, 5 day
week. Credit for military experience. Annual increments. sick leave, social security and good retirement plan. Apply: Personnel Office. Flint Public Library, Flint. hfichi,gan.
MEDICAI.LLBRARIAN
fur well-established, 36 doctor cl~nic. in city of 28.000 people. Salary open.
Benefits include medical care, life insurance and
pension plan at nu cost to employee. Firm pays
part of Blue Cross premiuln. Under Social S t curity. Contact Manager. Quain 8; Ramstad Clinic,
Bismarck, North Dakota.
PICTURE A N D SLIDELIBRARIAN.
Exciting OppOrtUnity to service and develop comparative photographic file of American and European Arts.
Salary open. Apply: Librarian. Henry Francis du
Pont Winterthur Museum, Wintrrthur, Delaware.

POSITIONS WANTED
MATLIREW O M A Nseeks post in Southwest. Many
years library experience in responsible posts including library routine. reference, research, abstracting, also editing, proofreading, rewrite. Excellent liberal arts education but no degree. Fluent
FI-ench and Spanish. Ready for a challenjie, p r t pared to start at any level. Box B 47.
W O M A N 29, M.A.L.S., science background and
foreign languages. Seeks responsible position in
Northern Ohio area. Box B 48.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Jour. Amer. Chem. Soc. unbtrund
1920-1955. Asking $200, will consider any offer.
Grant Willey, 408 Ravine Park Drive, Lake
Forest, Illinois.

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

LIBRARIAN

LIBRARY
ASSISTANT
Responsible position immediately available to student or graduate of Library
School. Experience desirable, but n o t
essential. Duties: T o take charge of
periodical collection, magazine circulation, routing, charge-out, preparation
f o r binding, etc. Salary open. U.S.
citizenship required.
Call collect, L R 5-2686, M r . Wallace
Brown, Manager Engineering Employment, between 8 AM a n d 4:30 PM to
arrange a n interview. I f this is n o t convenient, send complete resume to his
attention, D e p t . GR-015.

GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT
ENGINEERING CORPORATION
Bethpage, L. I., New York

Chemstrand Research Center, Inc.
(wholly owned subsidiary of The Chernstrand Corporation) needs an Assistant
Technical Librarian for provision of
library service to staff of new, multimillion dollar laboratories in the Research Triangle Park of North Carolina.
Position will report to Technical Librarian and involve reference and literature survey services to scientific staff, assistance in acquisition of new material
and normal library duties.
Bachelor's degree in physical science
(preferably chemistry) required. Training in library science andlor library experience desirable.
Excellent work environment in recently-occupied laboratories. Attractive
living conditions and cultural advantages
in the Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill area.
Send resume of training, experience
and salary history in confidence to:
M a n a g e r , Employment-Recruitment
Box R-21

THE CHEMSTRAND CORPORATION
Decatur, Alabama

To Plan and Administer
Documentation and Library Services
For Metals Division, in New Facilities at
New Haven, Conn.
Responsibilities also include literature reviews, abstracting, materials selection,
etc. Freedom to develop position. Recent graduate with degree or course work
in metallurgy preferred, with training in documentation or library science
desirable.
Send resume in confidence to: R. H. ENDRISS.

OLlN MATHIESON
CHEMICAL CORPORATION
275 Winchester Ave.

DECEMBER 1960

New Haven, Conn.

REFERENCE
ASSISTANT &
CATALOGUER
t o catalogue and
classify
. - all inf ornzation
material
Will train to assist librarian in all library functions (reference questions,
literature searches, bibliographies, etc.)
D E G R E E I N LIBRARY SCIE N C E or 2 to 4 years experience
in business library. Must have
undergraduate degree. BS preferred. AB acceptable. Reading
knowledge of German & French
helpful.
Liberal benefit program, including
good starting salary, plus merit increases.
Submit resume, including education
and experience to:

BOX 1 162
1501 BROADWAY, N. Y. 36, N. Y.

LIBRARIAN

GERMAN . FRENCH RUSSIAN
JAPANESE . SPANISH
and 39 others

All-Language Services
545 Fifth Avenue-New

York 17, N. Y.

Yukon 6-1688
Intensive Translation Experience in
Technology, Engineering, Chemistry,
Science, Education, Military, Finance,
Medicine, Jurisprudence, Petroleum,
and Allied Research Fields.
Excellence-Speed-Secrecy
Guaranteed.
One Day Jet Service.

ALL-LANGUAGE SERVICES
545 Fifth Avenue-New

York 17, N. Y.

MAGAFILES

TECHNICAL LIBRARY
of approximately 15,000 volumes and a
large collection of Atomic Energy Commission Reports.

DUTIES
Will report directly to head librarian;
provide reference and literature survey
services to scientists, engineers, and administrative personnel; assist in acquisition of new material and supervision of
clerical assistants.

QUALIFICATIONS
Technical background (B.S. degree in
chemistry or physics preferred), a working knowledge of French or German, degree in library science. Library experience
desirable but not required.
The salary will be commensurate with
training and experience.
Send resume to:

UNION CARBIDE NUCLEAR CO.
P.

Central Employment Office
Technical Personnel
Oak Ridge, Tennessee

0. Box M

The most practical and economical files
for unbound magazines and pamphlets.

Free sample MAGAFILE-with complete description and price list-will be
sent upon request. It must sell itaelf
-no salesman follow-up. See, try and
prove to your own satisfaction with no
obligation. A card today will bring a
sample MAGAFILE by return mail.

THE MAGAFILE CO.
P. 0. BOX 3121

0

ST. LOUIS 30, MO.

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Western Periodicals-Publications, Inc.
( A f f i l i a t e of Western Periodicals Co.)

5734 T u j u n g a Avenue
N o r t h Hollywood, California
is pleased to announce t h e proposed r e p r l n t of:

FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY
W o r k s Project Adminlstratlon

TABLE O F NATURAL LOGARITHMS, VOLS. 1

-2

U.S.N.B.S. 1 9 4 1

(Logarithms of Intergers 1 - 100,000 to 16' decimal places)
T h e 2 Volume Set bound i n class A
approximately 1000 pageo.

L i b r a r y binding w i l l n u m b e r

Prepublication orders w i l l have choice of color and i m p r i n t .
Prepublication Price $48.00 Postpaid.

-

CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS=
Volumes 6-7, 19 12-19 13
Single vohmes, paper bound in

3

parts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ ~ O O . O O

PrezGously Reprinted
Volume 2, 1908, paper bound in 3 parts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$100.00
Volume 4, 1910, paper bound in 5 parts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
Volume 5, 1911, paper bound in 5 parts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
112 Prepai.atjon-Available
Jat2uai.y 1961
Volume 1 , 1907, paper bound in 3 parts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .approx. $100.00

Also Azlailable

1 st DECENNIAL INDEX, 1907-1916
Paper bound in 4 volumes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$135.00

JOHNSON REPRINT CORPORATION
New York and London

I,----

1 1 1 Fifth Ave., N e w

DECEMBER 1960

York 3, N . Y.

17 Old Queen St., London, S.W.1, England-

Is Selecting Scientific and
Technical Books a Problem?
Use -

TECHNICAL BOOK
REVIEW INDEX
TBRI quotes reviews from more than
1,200 scientific., technical and trade
journals so there's no need to srarch
through catalogs, book lists, publishers' catalogs and hundreds of journals.
TBRI also provides complete bibliographical data on new English and foreign technical and scientific works.
Many cross references m d annual
author index. Monthly September
through June.

SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
31 East 10th Street
New York 3

SWETS & ZElTLlNGER
Keizersgracht 471 & 487
Amsterdam-C. Holland

New and Secondhand Bookdealers
Current Subscriptions
Periodicals, Sets, Backfiles, and Separate
Volumes.

American Representazrve

WALTER D. LANTZ
555 WOODSIDE AVE., BERWYN, PA.
Suburban Philadelphia

Phone: Niagoro 4-4944

WALTER J. JOHNSON, INC.
Complete subscription ser\ice for
clon~esticand foreign periodical\
Sale and Acquisitiora o/

Scientific periodicals: complete stts,
short runs, single volumes--all fields.
all languages

WALTEK J. JOHNSON, INC.
111 Fifth Avenue

Sew York 3, S. Y.

Y

Complete composition, press and pamphlet
binding facilities, coupled with the knowled& and
skill gained through fifty years of experience,
can be put to your use-profitably

VERMONT

THE
PRINTING COMPANY
Brattleboro, Vermont
P R I N T E R S O F T H E O F F I C I A L J O U R N A L OF
S P E C I A L L I B R A R I E S ASSOCIATIOK

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

T h e nation's leading industrial, transportation, power u t i l ~ t yand communication corn anies have found
that L: well-rounded technicians library h a 5 beep the key to better performance by t t s tecRnician personnel.
K ~ d c r books have proved tbemsetves ~n t r a i n ~ n g programs a t the nation's leading firms for technical
.t;.rur.icr, for conlprehensivc: covrrngr and f o r lnahinz technical subjects completely t~nderstandable.

START WITH THESE PROVEN RIDER 'PICTURED-TEXT' COURSES
BASICS O F ANALOG COMPUTERS 1 ) ~Thomas D.
l ~ u i t t ,11111 2%. E. H o g c t - , . S o . 256-11, 3 ~ 1 . ; 111
. oln
,>th ttiml~ng,$12.50.
BASICS OF DIGITAL COMPUTERS lIy ~ ~ h ,S,,
\lurphy, No, 196, vols., soft covers, $ 8 . ~ ;x o . I s r r
,ioth. $9.50.
BASIC C A R R I E R T E L E P H O N Y David 'I'alley, E.E.,
No. 258, soft cover. $4.25; cloth, $5.75.
BASICS , P F GYROSCOPES Carl M a c h o v ~ r , ICE.,
so.237, vol-;., soft
$6.60; N,,. 2 j j H , =loth,
I

F1.75.

BASIC E L E C T R I C I T Y by Van Valkenburgh, Kooger
& Nev'llr Inc. No. 169, 5 volh, soft covers, $10.00;
X i ) . 169h vols., in one cloth binding $11.50.
BASIC ELECTRONICS by Van Valkenburgh.
Vooaer & Neville, Inc. No. 170, 5 vols.. s o f t covera
$10.00; S o . 170H, cloth bound $11.50.
VOLUME 6 BASIC ELECTRONICS by Van Valkcn.,urgh, Noager & Neville. >nc. (compa,nion volume
so the fanlous 5-volume
picture-book course otl
l < a s ~ cElectronics) Volume 6 No. 170.6, s o f t co,rer,
$2.90; Volume 6 No. 170-6H. cloth, $3.60.
BASIC SYNCHROS & SERVOMECHANISMS b?
\.an Valkenburgh, Nooger & Neville, Inc. NO. 180, 2
I+ snit rovers $5.50; Nn. 180H cloth bound, $6.95.

<

.

BASIC A U D I O b y Xorman H. Crowhurst No. 201 3
vols.. soft covers, $8.70 per s e t ; No. 201H,'cloth 29.b~.
BASIC T E L E V I S I O N Alex. Schure Ph.D., KO. 198.
5. v o l ~ . .soft covers. J10.00i NO. 198~'. cloth $11.50.
BASIC P U L S E S I. Cottlieb, P . E. No. 216, $3.50.
BASIC OF MISSILE GUIDANCE
lSPACE TECHNIQUES hy Marvin HOhbs,
229
vO1s.
c O \ 7 r r ~$7.80 per s e t ; No. 229H, cloth bbund, $9.60.
BASIC E L E C T R I C A L P O W E R D I S T R I B U T I O N by
Anthony J. Pansini. P. E. No. 187, 2 rols., soft cover,
$4.80 per set.

2:i"ap:e~;.$.~~~~~'
Ph'D'

~As~~o~H~",f~SCI,"~l

Ijo.

BASICS O F I N D U C T I O N H E A T I N G h y Chester A.
T n d b u r ~ .h o . 2.47, 2 vols., soft cover $7.80; No, 24iH,
9 ~ 0 1 s .in one cloth binding $6.90.
BASIC ULTRASONICS 1 1 ~Cyrus Glickstein

259, 1 vol. soft cover $3.50; No. 259H, d o t h $4.60.

KO.

BASIOS O F FRACTIONAL H O R S E P O W E R MOTORS & R E P A I R by Gerald Schweitzer KO. 236.
$3.90, No. 3 h H , cloth $4.90.

NEXT, CONSIDER THESE IMPORTANT TEXTS COVERING
FUNDAMENTAL AREAS OF ELECTRONICS
R-L-C COMPONENTS HANDBOOK by David Mark,
So. 227, $3.50.
P R I N C I P L E S OF FREQUENCY MODULATION I,,
1% S. Carnies. S o . 223, $2.50.
FUNDAMENTALS O F TRANSISTORS (2nd r J I
. , y Leonarcl .\I. Krugnian, 1'. E., No. 160, $3.50.
H O W TO USE M E T E R S (2nd edition) by Rider and
l'rcnsky, 144, $3.50.
UNDERSTANDING MICROWAVES (nl)rirlgc~l I Y C :p::ntl I t ? \Tictiit 1. Young I'h.D., No. 107, $3.50.

MAGNETIC A M P L I F I E R S - ~ ' I I ~ &
~ ~ .\I,Ltilc;i~~~~~
tions l'aul h l a l ~No. 261. $2.45.
b?
P R I N C I P L E S O F TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS by
S. \V. Amos, H&. No. 241, $3.90.
INTRODUCTION TO P-RINTED C I R C U I T S by
'Ohert
L. S w ' g g e t t ' ".
IS' $".'
I N D U S T R I A L CONTROL CIRCUITS by Sidn?
I'latt. Xo. ?02. $3.90.
V I D E O T A P E RECORDING Ju1131: B e r n s t ~ i n so.
3 4 . cloth, $8.95.

E,"": VdT~k,'fy",*?&,~.EEMATIC

AND FOR BOOKS AT THE INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
COVERING INDIVIDUAL PHASES OF ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY SERIES (MORE T H A N 35 TITLES) e,Iitc<f I,!, . I Z C ~ . ~ O ~ <~Ic~ /- < u r e~ , ,/ r . / , .
RC & R L T I M E CONSTANT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$ .90
F M L I M I T E R S & DETECTORS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$ .90

FREQUENCY MODULATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ .90
CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS ...................... .$I25
A-M DETECTORS ............................... ..$1.25
L I M I T E R S & C L I P P E R S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...$1.25
MULTIVIBRATORS ............................. $ .90
R F TRANSMISSPON L I N E S .....................$I25
A M P L I T U D E MODULATION .................. .$I25
BLOCKING OSCILLATORS ..................... .$1.25
W A V E P R O P A G A T I O N ..........................$1.25
S U P E R H E T E R O D Y N E CONVERTERS & I - F
A M P L I F I E R S ....................................$ .90
L-C OSCILLATORS ............................. ..$1.25
ANTENNAS ........................................$l3
I N V E R S E F E E D B A C K ...........................5 .90

RESONANT CIRCUITS .......................... .$1.25
ELECTROSTATICS ............................. ..EL35
D-C C I R C U I T ANALYSIS ........................$1.35
A-C C I R C U I T ANALYSIS ....................... .$1.80
MAGNETISM & ELECTROMAGNETISY ... ...$ 1.80
VACUUM T U B E R E C T I F I E R S ..................$1.50
I M P E D A N C E MATCHING .......................$2.90
GAS T U B E S ....................................... .$1.50
VACUUM T U B E CHARACTERISTIOS .........$1.80
ADVANCED MAGNETISM &
ELECTROPAGnETISM
$250
V I D E O A M P L I F I E R S ............................$1.80
R-F AMPLIFIERS
.Q.M
LOW FREQUENCY A M P L I F I E R S
$1.80
LOW-PREQUENCY A M P L I F I E R SYSTEMS .. .$1.80
P H O T O T U B E S ................................... ,$1.80.

........................

................................
..............

There are more than 200 RIDER tiiles to help you build your technicians library. C a l l upon us, we'll be
happy to discuss your needs. Quantity discounts in force. W r i t e for free catalog.
SL-12

NEW BOOKS
IN ELECTRICAL AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
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BOOLEAN ALGEBRA A N D ITS APPLICATIONS
By J. E. \Z'HI'l'ES171'l', .lfotittrt~n. S l t r l ~C o l l ~ g c .
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